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Random walk and web information processing for mobile devices 
Yin Xinyi 
 
Accessing web pages from a mobile device is becoming very valuable, especially for 
people constantly on the move. However, the small screen, limited memory, and the slow 
wireless connection make the surfing experience on mobile devices unacceptable to most 
people. In this thesis, we aim to solve three fundamental challenges in the mobile Internet: 
web page content ranking, web content classification, and web article summarization.  
 
Firstly, most web pages are designed for computer screens which are usually 1024x768 
pixels in size, much bigger than the common mobile device screens. It is very difficult to 
directly render content in a pleasant layout on such small screens of mobile devices. A 
method to rank content to allow optimization for small screens is necessary for a good 
viewing experience on the mobile device. Secondly, in one web page, there are often 
many different categories of content, which makes it hard for the user to find what he 
needs. A method of web content classification is needed to allow the mobile user to 
match his instant information needs. Thirdly, even after we have filtered out the useless 
content in a web page, the main article may still be too lengthy for the mobile device to 
display. A method of web content summarization is necessary to present the most 
relevant and important information to the mobile user. 
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In this thesis, we propose a new method to solve these three fundamental challenges. As a 
web page is too complex to analyze as a whole, we will first divide the entire web page 
into basic elements such as text blocks, pictures, etc. Next, based on the relationship 
between the elements, we will connect the elements with edges to make a graph. Finally, 
we will use random walk methods to provide solution for the three challenges. 
 
The main contribution of this thesis is a graph and a random walk based framework for 
the Internet information process. It is shown to be very simple and effective. For example, 
our experiments of web page ranking show that from randomly selected websites, the 
system need only deliver 39% of the objects in a web page in order to fulfill 85% of a 
viewer’s desired viewing content. In the experiments of web content classification, the 
system generates good performance with the F value for main content and advertisement 
(A) as high as 0.93 and 0.82 respectively. In the experiments of text summarization, with 
the use of the well-accepted dataset for single document summarization, the graph and 
random walking based text summarization system outperformed the results of all 
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1.1 The Motivation 
There is now a massive amount of information available in the World Wide Web 
(WWW). Most of this information, though, is available in a format suitable only for 
personal computer (PC). However, there are more mobile device users than PC users. It is 
important that the mobile device users possess the ability to conveniently access this 
ever-growing information in the web.  
 
Web content is designed mainly for the desktop computer - a normal PC screen has a 
resolution of 1024*768 pixels, which displays many objects adequately on a single page; 
secondly, PCs are equipped with useful devices such as a mouse for the user to 
conveniently interact with any element in the web page; thirdly, PCs are usually 
connected to the Internet through an inexpensive and high capacity network, thus 
downloading a content intensive web page is rarely a problem.  
 
In the past five years, mobile devices have become very popular. It is now possible to 
browse the web using personal digital assistants (PDA) such as a Palm or Pocket PC and 
even mobile phone. However, compared with the PC, these devices have great constraints 
for surfing the web. Firstly, the wireless bandwidth is very limited and expensive for the  
content-intensive web. Secondly, screen resolutions of mobile devices are usually very 
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low (even high-end devices have only 240x320 pixels of resolution), which limits the 
amount of information that can be displayed in one screen. Thirdly, the limited memory 
capacity of mobile devices is often not able to hold even a single full-sized web page. 
Lastly, without convenient input devices, it is often a difficult task to interact with the 
element in the web page on a mobile device.  
 
Researchers have put in a lot of effort trying to enable such devices to view the web 
content in a satisfactory manner. To make the mobile Internet acceptable for most people, 
we need to find solutions to the three fundamental challenges: web page content ranking, 
web content classification, and web content summarization. Firstly, most web pages are 
designed for the big computer screen and therefore we need to optimize the layout for 
small screen devices by ranking and filtering out unimportant content. Secondly, in one 
web page, there is too much different content which might overload mobile devices, 
therefore we need to develop web content classification methods that allows a user to 
quickly match his instant needs. Thirdly, after we have filtered out the useless content in 
a page, the main content may still be too lengthy for the mobile device; we need excellent 
text summarization techniques to solve this problem.  
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1.2 Overview of the Thesis 
In this section, we will discuss the methodology of this thesis and the architecture of the 
proposed system. After that, we will discuss the thesis structure and our main 
contribution.  
 
1.2.1 The Methodology 
In this thesis, we will use the random walk and graph analysis for all the three 
fundamental challenges in the mobile Internet. We will convert all the problems, for 
example web page content ranking, web content classification and web content 
summarization into a graph model and using random walk model to solve it. The first 
step of our solution to each challenge is to build a graph, and the first step to build a 
graph is to identify nodes.  
 
In the problem of web content optimization and classification, we notice the web page is 
too complex and too dynamic to analyze as a whole. However, there are no obvious 
“nodes” inside a web page, so we divide the whole web into basic elements, for example 
a text block or a picture, which are much easier to understand. In the task of web text 
summarization, we divide the text article into sentences, and use sentence as the “node” 
in the graph.  
 
After we identify the nodes, the second step is to set up the relationship - the “link” - 
between the nodes and create the graph. Depending on the problem at hand, the link 
needs to capture the right features and relationship between the nodes. For example, in 
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the text summarization task, the cosine similarity is a good candidate feature to build the 
link between sentences.  For the web content optimization task, we will create directed 
links pointing towards important nodes.     
 
After the graph is built, the random walk is performed on the graph. We will use the 
ranking of the elements to solve whatever task at hand, may it be web content ranking, 
web content classification or the text summarization.   
 
 
1.2.2 The Architecture 
The experience of browsing web pages from mobile devices can be quite unacceptable, as 
the normal web pages are designed for PCs, which may contain many content objects, 
require high screen resolution, and consume a large amount of bandwidth. One possible 
solution is to develop advanced filtering or optimization technology that runs on the 
mobile devices. The disadvantage is obvious: Firstly it can not solve the bandwidth and 
downloading time problem. Secondly, it puts very heavy computing burdens on the 
mobile device.  
 
Our research is based on the thin-client computing concept. Instead of directly accessing 
the Internet, the mobile devices will access the proxy server. Upon receiving the request 
from mobile devices, the server will retrieve the HTML page and render the page in the 
memory.  Based on the methods proposed later in this thesis, the proxy server may 
optimize, classify, filter or summarize the content in the webpage, and generate a new 
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webpage that is optimized for the mobile device. The optimized webpage is then sent 
back to the mobile device to be viewed properly on the small screen. 
 
In our experimental system, optimization of a web page can usually be done within 1 
second on a normal Pentium IV computer. We envision that in the future, each person 
will have his own personal proxy for performing transformations and personalization at 
home. Since the desktop computer is connected to Internet via cable and only the 
optimized content is delivered wirelessly, adding the transformation part will not greatly 
decrease the performance for the user. The second advantage of the system is that user 
will retain full control of the content he will read on the mobile device. The displayed 
web page contains a subset of the content in original web page. This system is especially 
suitable and useful for surfing informative websites such as news sites on the mobile 
device, as it solves the three fundamental challenges we mentioned earlier, and it greatly 
improves the effectiveness and efficiency of the mobile Internet.  
 
 
1.2.3 The Layout of the Thesis  
In order to help the readers to better understand the theme development of the thesis, we 
provide a map as shown in Figure 1.1. A reader without background in this area may 
want to refer to Chapter 2 for the theoretical foundation and related work, which includes 
graph theory, Markov process, random walk and text summarization. This thesis focuses 
on three fundamental challenges of the Internet access on mobile devices. Chapter 3, 
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Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 each target one challenge. They are based on the same 
theoretical foundation: the graph and random walk.   
 
In Chapter 3, we present a system that provides automatic conversion of web content into 
an optimized form for mobile devices; it ranks the content by its importance and 
optimizes its layout for small screens. In Chapter 4, we focus on the second fundamental 
challenge: how to classify and extract certain type of content in a web page, and deliver 
only a subset to the mobile device to satisfy the user’s particular information needs. In 
Chapter 5 is based on the assumption that the user wants to read the main content on web 
page on mobile devices, but the main content may still be too lengthy for the mobile user. 
We have developed a text summarization system to address this problem. 
 
Figure 1.1:  The theme development of the thesis 
As we can see, the thesis starts with an introduction chapter to discussion our motivation 
and the research challenges, and end with a conclusion. All the chapters are closely 
related to each other. From Chapter 2 to Chapter 5, each chapter serves as the foundation 
of the next chapter as well as the further development of previous one. They are 
consistent and at the same time independent, researchers can start reading from any 
chapter.   
Chapter 3.  Layout Optimization 
Chapter 4. Content Classification 
Chapter 5. Summarization 
Chapter 2.  Theoretical Foundation  
Chapter 1 
 











Chapters 3-5 are closely related and each earlier chapter serves as a building component 
of later chapter. For example, the optimization system we developed in Chapter 3 can 
work independently for mobile user. However, it can also be used as a layout 
optimization component in the system developed in Chapter 4. After the web content is 
classified into five categories, the web content within a category still requires ranking or 
optimization in order to be presented nicely on the small screens. In the same manner, the 
content classification system developed in Chapter 4 can be used as a building block for 




 1.2.4 Main Contributions 
The main contribution of this thesis is a graph and a random walking based framework 
for Internet information process.  
 
In this thesis, we propose a new framework to solve these three fundamental challenges. 
We first divide the whole web page into basic elements such as text blocks, pictures, and 
so on. Then, based on the relationship between the nodes, we connect the elements with 
edges to make them a graph. Finally, we use random walk to conquer the three challenges. 
 
Our experiment shows that it is simple and effective to solve all the above mentioned 
three challenges within the graph random walk framework. For example, our experiments 
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of web page optimization show that from randomly selected websites, the system need 
only deliver 39% of the objects in a web page in order to fulfill 85% of a viewer’s desired 
viewing content. In the experiments of web content classification, the system generates 
good performance with the F value for main content and advertisement (A) as high as 
0.93 and 0.82 respectively. In the experiments of text summarization, with the well-
accepted dataset for single document summarization, the graph and random walking 
based text summarization system outperformed baselines of all reported results covered 
by our survey.  
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Chapter 2 
Background and Related Work 
 
In this chapter we will discuss the theoretical background of this thesis. As we are using 
random walk and graph as the theoretical foundation in our research, in 2.1 we will first 
introduce the basic graph theory. Before we introduce the random walk in 2.3, we will 
first introduce some fundamental concept of Markov chain and Markov process, as 
random walk can be thought of as Markov chain. In Section 2.4 we will give out 
background of text summarization, which is the major focus on Chapter 5 alone. 
 
2.1 The graph  
Graph theory is a very important theory in the computer science, as we can model many 
structures and practical problems as graphs to analyze it. For example, we can use the 
graph to represent a road network and analyze the traffic under different hypothetical 
conditions. Another example is the Internet; billions of web pages interconnected by links 
and thus forms probably the biggest and most dynamic graph of the world.  
 
In the road traffic and the Internet example, the edges and nodes are real objects. 
However, in this thesis, we use the graph to model the problem where the edge and nodes 
are not obviously available. So we will first create both nodes and the links, then leverage 
on the graph theory to solve the problem.  
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According to Paul et al. [86], a graph is defined as an ordered pair G:=(V, E). First, V is a 
set of elements that are nodes or vertices. Second, E is a set, whose elements are known 
as edges.  
 
Figure 2.1: Directed and undirected Graph  
 
Graphs can be classified as directed or undirected graphs. For example, cosine similarity 
graph of the text is not directional, while the graph of web pages is directed as all the 
links are directional. By definition, a directed graph G is an ordered pair G:=(V, E) that 
satisfies the two conditions. Firstly, V is a set of the nodes or vertices. Secondly, E is a set 
of ordered pairs of vertices or directed edges. An edge E = (x, y) is said to be directed 
from x to y, where x is the tail of e and y is the head of E.  If the edge from node A to 
node B is considered to be the same as the one from B to A, the graph is undirected. 
 
Random walk on a graph is a very important concept in this thesis - What is a “walk” on 
the graph? A walk on graph is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, with each 
Undirected Graph Directed Graph 
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edge being incident to the vertices immediately preceding and succeeding it in the 
sequence. In Section 2.3 we will discuss random walk in detail.  
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2.2 The Markov model 
Random walk can be looked as a Markov chain. Before we discuss the random walk, we 
will introduce the Markov process and Markov chain in this section 
2.2.1 Markov process 
According to Bergner [88], a Markov process is a stochastic process with Markov 
property: the conditional probability distribution of future states of the process, given the 
present state and all past states, depends only upon the present state and not on any past 
states. In another word, Markov process is memory-less, at any time, the status of next 
observation only depends probabilistically on the current status in sequence transitions. 
 
The Markov process can be finite or infinite state space, continuous or discrete time 
horizons, and homogeneous (with constant one-step transition probabilities) or non-
homogeneous (with time-varying one-step transition probabilities). In our research we are 
interested in one type of Markov process, called Markov Chain. 
 
2.2.2 Markov Chain 
The Markov chain is a discrete-time Markov process. It has three characters: Firstly, the 
process has finite states, which means at any given time the process will be in one of the 
N possible states, and N is a finite number.  Secondly, the change of the status happens in 
a discrete time unit, it takes the same unit to switch from one state to another.  
 
A Markov chain describes at successive times the states of a system. At these times the 
system may have transited to another or stay unchanged. A Markov chain is a sequence 
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nSSS ,...,, 10  ... of random variables with the Markov property: the conditional probability 
distribution of the next future state 1+nS given the present and past states is a function of 
the present state nS  alone, The range of the variables, i.e., the set of their possible values, 
is called the state space, the value of  nS  being the state of the process at time n. 
 
We can visualize the Markov chain as a finite state machine.  
 
 
Figure 2.2: Status transition in a Markov chain 
 
As shown in Figure 2.2, the system is at state A at time t, the probability p that it will 
move from state A to state B at time t + 1 does not depend on t, and only depends on the 
current state A. A finite Markov chain can be characterized by a matrix of probabilities 
between states which never change. Such discrete finite Markov chains can also be 
represented as a directed graph. Most of the graphs that we will create in Chapters 3, 4 
and 5 are directed graphs, where the transition probability distribution can be represented 
by a matrix, called the transition matrix, with the (i, j)'th element equal to  
 






Inspired by (1), we are going to create a graph by linking up every pair of nodes in the 
graph with a probability distribution ijP  - given that we are at node i at time t, what is the 
probability to be at node j at time t+1. We can model a real problem into this Markov 
chain problem. A Markov chain is characterized by the conditional distribution which is 
called the transition probability of the process. This is sometimes called the "one-step" 
transition probability. The probability of a transition in two, three, or more steps is 
derived from the one-step transition probability and the Markov property. For a discrete 
state space, the k-step transition probability can be computed as the k'th power of the 
transition matrix. That is, if P is the one-step transition matrix, then Pk is the transition 
matrix for the k-step transition. 
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2.3 The random walk 
In our research, we use random walk as a foundation to process the information on the 
web for mobile devices. The random walk theory is derived from the real world 
phenomenon.  Researchers have used this theory to study, explain and simulate random 
events. For example, the random thermal perturbations in a liquid, known as the 
Brownian motion, are a random walk phenomenon. Web researchers also use random 
walk to approximate index quality. For the Web, a natural way to move between states is 
to follow a hyperlink from one page to another.  
 
By definition, a random process consists of a sequence of discrete steps.  Let 
},...,,{ 10 NSSSX =  be a set of states. A random walk on X corresponds to a sequence of 
states. At each step, the walk switches from its current state to another or remains 
unchanged. If we put a walker onto one node in the graph, and let the walker take random 
direction based on probability to move from one node to another through the edges in the 
graph, it becomes a random walk on the graph.  If we further assume the walker doesn’t 
have any memory, in each step the walker will randomly pick an edge that links to other 
nodes and walk through with certain probability. In this way random walk satisfy all the 
property of a Markov chain, and we can use Markov chain property to analyze the 
random walk. 
 
In our research, we are going to design graphs and random walk on it, one very important 
question we need to understand is whether the random walk will converge to the 
stationary distribution on the graph. If the random walk does not converge, we will not be 
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able to generate any meaningful result out of the random walk, as at each step of the 
random walk, the graph will present a completely different status, and it will never end. 
 
The random walk we perform on the graph is a Markov chain, so whether the random 
walk will converge depends on the Markov chain property. The Markov chain will 
converge if it is both “Irreducible” and “Aperiodic”. Irreducible means that every state is 
accessible from every other state. A process is periodic if there is at least one state to 
which the process will continually return with a fixed time period (greater than one). 
Aperiodic means that there is no such state. What properties of a graph that will 
determine the convergence of the random walk on it? A graph G is strongly connected if 
for every u and v in V (G) there exist paths in G from u to v and from v to u.  The random 
walk on a directed graph G converges to a unique stationary distribution if G is strongly 
connected and is not periodic. One way to ensure the convergence to a stationary 
distribution is to include an additional source node that is connected to and from every 
other node in the graph. A Markov chain on such a graph is guaranteed to be both 






2.4 Text Summarization  
A text summarization system will automatically process an article, and generate a 
shortened version of the original text as summary. The summary keeps as much useful 
information as possible, while keeping the length as short as possible. 
 
Depending on how the summary is generated, the automatic summarization system can 
be classified into two categories: the abstraction summary and the extractive summary. In 
an extraction based system, original sentences are picked from the article to make up the 
summary. In an abstraction based system, summarization is formed by synthesizing new 
sentences representing the information in the documents. The quality and the readability 
of abstractive summary depend on the sentence synthesis.   
 
If we compare the extractive and abstractive summarization system, we will find the 
extractive method is normally preferred. Today, we are still unable to generate sentences 
that are readable like the human language. Users may have difficulty in understanding the 
abstractive summary itself. However, for extractive summary, firstly, it presents the 
information as-is by the author, as any modification of the text would probably lead to 
something different. Secondly, extractive summaries are normally easier to understand. 
So we will choose extractive summary, especially for the mobile Internet. Mobile users 




2.4.1 Summarization Systems  
The text summarization research started in the 1950’s. Many different types of 
summarization systems have been built. In this section we are going to give an overview 
of three main different methods: Feature-based summary, machine learning-based 
methods and graph-based methods. 
 
Feature-based Extractive Summary  
The earlier extractive summarization system chooses summary sentences based on 
features. For example: 
 
• Cue words: Those sentences with phrases like “conclusion”, “significantly”, 
“most importantly” are rewarded with higher weight.  
• Key words: Sentences with statistically significant words are given higher score, 
the key words can be identified by high TF-IDF score  
• Title words: Sentences containing non-trivial title words are considered 
important; title normally represents the main theme of the article.  
• Location: For news article, normally the first few sentences or paragraph of an 
article is more important.  
 
The key idea is to analyze the manually generated abstracts, and specify characteristics 
that we want in automatically generated summaries. Then we score the sentences based 
on the features and pick the top sentences. It is a simple and effective method; however, 
some times it might over-fit to a specific domain, and may not be a good choice for the 
open domain summarization problem like the whole Internet.  
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Machine Learning Methods 
In the feature-based summarization system, we generate a feature vector for each 
sentence. Based on certain mathematical calculation or logical decision, it is either 
selected or not selected as summary.  In this way, the machine learning framework is 
introduced to solve the extractive summarization problem. 
 
Machine learning framework is introduced to the area of text summarization for two 
purposes. Firstly, as most of the existing summarization is domain specific, machine 
learning will make text summarizer adaptable to new domain. It adds intelligence and 
flexibility to traditional methods. Secondly, the machine learning method also allows us 
to create a summarization system based on existing sample summaries. The system will 
be able to generate summarization that will satisfy specific needs.  
.  
For machine learning methods, a set of training document and their extractive summaries 
is provided. For each sentence, we will generate a feature vector. Depending on whether 
the sentence is selected in the summary or, we will assign the vector a value zero or one. 
In this way, the summarization problem is converted to a typical binary classification 
problem: sentences are classified as summary sentences and non-summary sentences 
based on the feature vector. Classification methods can then be used to solve this problem.  
 
Graph-based extractive summary 
A text article can be represented as a graph in two simple steps. Firstly, we decompose 
the article into elements like sentences. Each sentence in the documents will be 
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represented as one node in the final graph. Secondly, we will connect each two sentences 
with an edge. The weight of the edge is decided by the relationship between the sentences. 
For example, cosine similarity can be used to link up related sentences.  
 
After graph representation is built for an article, we can use the graph technique to 
identify the central sentences in an article. The extractive summarization can be viewed 
as a process of choosing a subset of central nodes in the graph representation of an article. 
If we use the cosine similarity to build the graph, the centrality of a sentence is defined in 
terms of the centrality of the words it contains within the main topic.  However, if the 
article has multiple threads or topics, its graph will be made up of a few well connected 
sub-graphs. For generic summaries, the central sentence of each sub-graph will be chosen 




2.5 Related work 
Our research is related to three main research areas. Firstly, it is related to research in the 
web content processing and optimization for small screen devices. In Section 2.5.1, we 
will survey past research on web content optimization. Secondly, as described in the title 
of this thesis, we will cover the topic of the application of random walk and graph in 
Section 2.5.2. Thirdly, the challenge we are going to solve is part of a text summarization, 
and we will introduce the related work of the text summarization research in Section 
2.5.3. 
  
2.5.1 Web content optimization 
People want to access the Internet from their small screen mobile devices. Optimizing 
web page layout and improving the surfing experience on the small screen devices has 
become a very important research topic. Many interesting systems have been proposed in 
this area - of all the papers, the Digestor system [9] is one of the first works that explicitly 
mentions device independence; it automatically transforms arbitrary documents from the 
web to display them appropriately on small screen mobile devices.  The PowerBrowser [7] 
uses a proxy filter to modify HTML pages into a special format to improve information 
retrieval on PDA. Other papers [8, 10, 13, 16, 18] also provide similar systems for mobile 
Internet access. 
 
There are many different angles that researchers have taken, and we have identified four 
main methods: web partitioning, web content ranking, web content transformation and 
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web content classification. The four research directions actually interrelated to each other; 
in this section we will introduce the related work of each category.  
 
2.5.1.1 Web content partitioning 
In most cases, a single web page can be divided into many blocks. Each block contains 
different information.  It brings great challenges to the information processing task on the 
web.  Many researchers have proposed methods to analyze blocks. Yang et al. [2] 
proposed a novel approach to automatically analyze the semantic structure of HTML 
pages based on detecting visual similarities of content objects; Yu et al. [3] also proposed 
another vision based segmentation algorithm to detect the semantic content structure in a 
web page, and partition the web page to improve pseudo-relevance feedback in web 
information retrieval. The same group of researcher, Cai et al. [21], also proposed block 
level link analysis rather than the normal page level link analysis. The author is able to 
construct a semantic graph over the WWW such that each node exactly represents a 
single semantic topic. However, existing research on web partitioning aims to improve 
the performance of web information retrieval task, while our search study have a different 
goal, partitioning the web for the mobile device.     
 
Besides the normal web information analysis tasks, page partitioning can also be used to 
facilitate the mobile Internet. Since mobile devices normally have smaller screens, 
segmentation of the web pages into blocks will be more suitable for mobile devices - 
many research efforts have been conducted in this direction.  Kaasinen et al. [48] applied 
page partitioning to convert the web page to fit the 'cards' metaphor of mobile devices. 
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Under the same “divide and view” concept, the SmartView system [11] partitioned the 
HTML document content into logical sections that can be further selected by the user and 
viewed independently from the rest of the document. Gu et al. [4] also split the web into 
small and logically related units for the mobile device. The advantage of these methods is 
that it allows the user to randomly access any website and gives the user full control over 
the content to be displayed without predefining a “hot area”. However, the method has its 
limitation, as it does not handle the situation when a logical section is much bigger than 
the screen size of the target device. Nie et al. [25] introduces PopRank, a domain-
independent model to rank the objects within a specific domain.  Other papers [5, 12, 13, 
25] also provide similar web content partitioning. However most of existing research 
focus on the layout optimization while our system further consider the importance of 
each individual element in the web page.   
 
2.5.1.2 Web content transformation 
Beyond dividing web pages into block by visual clues, researchers further propose to 
analyze the blocks. Song et al. [28] proposed to rank the importance of the blocks in the 
web page. It extracts spatial features (position and size) as well as content features 
(number of image and links) of the blocks to form feature vectors. A machine learning 
algorithm is used to train for block importance. The “divide and rank” methodology is 
very similar to our research in Chapter 3, where we divide the web pages into basic 
elements, rather than “blocks”, and use a graph and random walk method to rank and 
optimize the layout for mobile device.  Firstly, both are trying to understand the role of 
each part after partitioning the page. Secondly, the two works solve the problem at a 
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different granularity. The paper [28] has solved the problem from a block level; 
consequently, how to define the block becomes a very subjective problem that will affect 
the accuracy. In our work, we avoid manually picking features or defining rules for 
identifying blocks in web page. Our definition of the element is fixed at the level of 
indivisible elements.   
 
The web content transmission can be personalized. For example, web Clipping [17], 
AvantGo [16], i-Mode [79] allows the user to select the favorite content channels for 
mobile device, and the information in each channel is specially prepared by limited web 
sites. However, the disadvantage of this method is very obvious, as it fails to provide a 
systematically way to automatically convert existing web page for mobile devices. In 
many cases, the mobile content can be manually generated separately but that limits the 
mobile user to surf only a small subset of the Internet.  To overcome this limit, Bickmore 
et al. [45] provided the design of a system that re-renders web pages through a series of 
transformations, adapting the original web content for small screen devices.  
 
 
2.5.1.3 Web content classification:  
Web content classification and understanding can greatly improve the web surfing 
experience. For example, Billsus et al. [19] trained a Naive-Bayes classifier to 
recommend news stories to a user, using a Boolean feature vector representation of the 
candidate articles. Chen et al. [24] presented a function-based Object Model (FOM) that 
attempts to understand authors’ intention by identifying object function instead of 
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semantic understanding. This technique can also be used in the mobile access of the 
Internet. As we will explain in the Chapter 4, every element in a website serves as certain 
functions (for example main content or navigation links), which reflects the author’s 
intention towards the purpose. Chen et al. [24] provided an automatic approach to detect 
the functional properties and category of object. As an example of the application they 
built a system for web content adaptation over Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) for 
mobile devices. However, there are limitations in this work. First, the selection of the 
functional categories like “Decoration Object”, “Special Function Object” might not be 
directly meaningful for mobile devices. Secondly, its rule-based classification method 
may work well on some web sites, but may not be adaptable to a wide variety of web 
pages on the Internet. In our thesis, we define five basic functions and deployed a proxy-
like system to classify the objects in the web page and generate a new content for the 
mobile devices.  
 
 The M-Links system proposed by Hilbert et al. [6] provided user interface that separates 
the integrated surfing activities on the computer into two modes: navigating and acting on 
web content. The acting on web content includes reading, printing etc., like in the system 
proposed in Chapter 4 where we divide a web page into five categories, and expect the 
user to have different action on each “view”, to read the main content, to explore related 
links, to navigate, to submit forms, and avoid advertisements. The system gives the user a 
simpler surfing experience on the mobile device.   
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Shih et al. [26] proposed an interesting algorithm for automatic classification tasks such 
as content recommendation and advertisement blocking. The URL property and the 
visual placement on a referring page are used as features to train the machine learning 
algorithm to classify the elements in the web pages. An earlier paper of ours [33] also 
used machine learning methods to classify the elements. In Chapter 4, rather than 
machine learning, we use random walk models. The paper [14, 15] provides research in 
this area. 
 
2.5.2 Random walk  
The theoretical foundation of this thesis is random walk on graphs, which is a very active 
research area for the Internet as the whole web can be modeled as a graph. Brin and Page 
[1, 30] proposed the most successful ranking algorithm based on the random walk model 
for web. In this model, the whole web is treated as a graph of web pages connected by 
links. It assumes the Internet users start from a random web page, moving randomly from 
page to page by following the links.  Each of the random walkers will follow the links 
until he gets bored. The probability of a user visiting a web page is proportional to the 








1 )(/)()1()(  
 
where )(iPR t is the “PageRank” of node i at time t, E is the set of edges, C(i) is the 
number of links going out of page i and (1-d) is the probability that the user will get 
bored and leave a certain web page back to the source.  
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The Google system [1] uses “PageRank” to describe the importance or quality of a single 
web page. We believe people read web page in a similar manner. The reader enters the 
page through a link and is drawn to elements that are related to the anchor text in the link 
and are located in central positions on the page. After reading an element, the reader 
moves on to another highly related element. Google returns the search result ranked by 
the page rank, while we rank the elements in a web page and return the top content for 
the mobile device. Deng et al. [21] proposed topic distillation, which is the process of 
finding authoritative web pages that are relevant to a given query. These pages are called 
the “hubs” by the author. This is fairly related to our research, as we are trying to find the 
“hub” of the topic within one single web page from an anchor text, using a similar 
algorithm. 
 
Inspired by Google’s “PageRank”[1] and HITS  (hubs and authorities)[56] algorithms for 
search, researchers have proposed structural re-ranking approach to many natural 
language processing (NLP) tasks. Because the obvious link doesn't exist in a typical NLP 
problem, it is created based on the relationship between elements. For example Kurland 
et al. [49] introduced “PageRank without link” concept, where the links are generated by 
exploiting asymmetric relationships between documents, which forms a graph, thus the 
centrality of a document is calculated and integrated into standard language model based 
retrieval. The paper [58, 59, 77] also provide research in this area.  
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Mihalcea et al. [22, 27, 37] proposed “Text Rank”, a graph-based ranking model for 
natural language processing teaks. It is generalized into four steps: firstly, depending on 
the actual task, the right text units is chosen as vertices in the graph. For example for text 
summarization, the text unit is the sentence.  Secondly, the relationship between the text 
units is set up as edges between vertices, for example, the cosine similarity between text 
units. Thirdly, graph-based ranking algorithm is introduced to rank the text units, for 
example, the random walk. Finally, based on the final score, certain text units are selected 
as the result. Based on the similar concept Erkan et al. [51] proposed “LexRank”, another 
graph-based centrality scoring of sentences for summarization. It constructed the intra-
sentence cosine similarity, then computed the centrality of the sentences in this similarity 
graphs. Erkan shows that “LexRank” with threshold method outperformed other systems 
participating in Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [34]. Florian [87] presents a 
set of discourse structure relations that are easy to code and to develop criteria for an 
appropriate data structure for representing these relations.  Researchers have proven that 
the graph-based method can be very useful in the natural language processing tasks. In 
Chapter 5, we will propose a new citation model for text summarization which further 
improves the performance of text summarization.   
 
2.5.3 Text Summarization  
Automatic text summarization systems take an article as input, and produce a compressed 
version which provides useful information as a summary. It is a research topic in natural 
language processing that has been developed since the 1960’s. Luhn [39], Edmundson[41] 
and Pollock et al. [42] proposed the classical approaches to text summarization. After 
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more than 40 years’ development, text summarization system has matured and has wide 
applications. For example, the government and hospital have huge amount of text to be 
process manually, the automatic text summarization can help to increase the efficiency.    
 
Text summarization can be classified into two categories: The extractive summarization 
produces summaries by choosing sentences in the original article, while the abstractive 
summarization rephrases the information in the text. Early research on extractive 
summarization [39, 41, 80] is based on features of the sentences. For example position, 
the term frequency, key indicative phases or the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). 
Researchers have proposed many advanced feature and techniques for summarization. 
For example, Barzilay et al. [60] and McKeown et al. [70] proposed using relations 
between sentences as features. Lin [68], Mani et al. [69], Radev et al. [73], Zha et al. [83] 
integrated machine learning into summarization as more features have been proposed and 
more training data is available. In Chapter 5, we will propose a graph and random walk 
based text summarization system. However, the first graph based summarization is 
introduced by Salton et al. [75], which uses degree centrality in single document text 
summarization. Other systems [22, 27, 37, 51, 83] also use the graph-based text 
summarization.  
 
Summarization system has been proposed for mobile devices, since mobile devices 
normally have small screens which can display only small amounts of text in each screen. 
Researchers have proposed to use text summarization to improve the surfing experience 
of mobile device. Buyukkokten et al. [7] proposed the “PowerBrowser” system which is 
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a proxy-based architecture that fetches web pages on the mobile devices’ behalf and 
dynamically generates summary views. The summaries represent both the link structure 
and contents of web pages. Buyukkokten et al. [38] introduced a system for summarizing 
parts of web pages on mobile devices. In the system, a web page is broken into text units 
that can each be hidden, partially displayed, fully visible or summarized. Adam et al. [46] 
proposed “Ocelot”, a system for summarizing web pages. The system synthesizes 
summaries rather than extracting representative sentences from text. All these research 
have demonstrated that summarization system can be very useful for the mobile device.  
 
How do we evaluate the summarization systems? According to Goldstein et al. [44], 
human judges normally do not agree with each other if they are asked to pick sentences in 
the article as the summary, and there might be very little overlap of the sentences picked 
by different persons. From this, we can conclude that text summarization is very 
subjective task, and is difficult to evaluate. The commonly employed metric for 
extractive summaries is that proposed by Edmundson [41], automatically generated 
summaries are evaluated by computing the overlapping sentences with sentences picked 
by human judges as summary. Lin et al. [35] found that unigram co-occurrence statistics 
is a good automatic scoring metric, as it consistently correlated highly with human 
assessments. In our thesis, the evaluation is using the well-accepted evaluation toolkit 
ROUGE, which is a method based on n-gram statistics [35]. Two manually produced 
reference summaries are provided in Document Understanding Conference 2001 and 
2002 [34] dataset, and used in the evaluation process. 
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Although text summarization has been studied for over 40 year, summarization for 
mobile Internet is still very challenging. Since the user might click on links to any article, 
the system needs to process the web page and generate a summary without pre-
knowledge about the article. It must be flexible and adaptable to different type of content 
and information needs. Not all the automatic summarization methods are suitable for 
mobile Internet. 
 
Firstly, the feature-based extractive summary is not a good option. It works for a specific 
document set where we can generalize common rules or features. In the Internet, articles 
are written by different authors and cover almost every topic. It will be almost impossible 
to find a feature that is well followed across all web content. The feature-based system 
tries to achieve the best over all performance for a group of articles, and it may not be 
optimal for a single document. In the mobile internet, we need a “best result” for each 
article.  
 
Secondly, the machine learning approach is not a suitable method for mobile Internet 
summary because its performance depends mainly on the quality of the training set, as 
well as the consistency between the training set and real article. However, there are 
billions of articles on the Internet. It is almost impossible for us to collect a good training 
set for every type of article. 
 
The graph-based method is the most suitable approach to summarize the Internet content 
form mobile devices. Firstly, the graph is generated to capture the relationship between 
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the sentences rather than the actual features each sentence possesses. In this way, the 
graph based method is adaptive to articles that are written by different authors with 
various styles. It is an excellent tool to model the internal structure. It is able to achieve 
optimization for each article rather for the whole document set. Secondly, graph model 
can be build without a training document set. We can use it to model an unseen new 
article that the mobile users happen to click through. We can use graph-based methods to 
focus at the right level of granularity, and balance between the content coverage and the 
details.   
 
Among all the different summarization methods, the graph-based method is most suitable 
for mobile Internet information access. In the coming chapters, we will focus on 









In this chapter, we focus on using random walk to solve the first fundamental challenge 
in the mobile Internet: by using random walk on the elements in a web page, we can rank 
the elements and optimize the page layout for small screen device.  
 
This chapter presents a system that automatic converts web content into a form that is 
optimized for mobile devices. Our approach is to extract only the important parts from a 
web page, and optimize the layout for delivery to the mobile device. Such a method saves 
not only download time but also the effort of scrolling on the small screen devices. Errors 
in extraction by the system can be corrected by allowing the user to request the whole 
page if they are not satisfied with the extracted content. If the extraction error can be kept 
at a minimal level, such a system will provide a more pleasant experience for surfing the 
web on a mobile device. 
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The basic technology behind the approach is a random walk based ranking algorithm for 
elements inside a web page. The idea is to use the ranking algorithm to first represent a 
web page as a graph model and then exploiting the graph structure to rank the elements. 
To build the graph, we first divide the page into inseparable basic elements. Based on the 
features like type, size, physical position shape, we give each basic element an initial 
rank value. We use weighted edges to represent relationships between two basic elements. 
The weights are a function of attributes of the two elements, such as word similarity and 
physical proximity of the elements within the page.  
 
Our methods is based on our assumption how a person reads a web page. We assume the 
reader enters the page through a link and the reader’s attention is drawn to elements that 
are related to the anchor text in the link and are located in central positions on the page. 
After reading an element, the reader’s attention moves on to a highly related element. By 
modeling the strength of connections between elements according to their similarity, we 
are using a simplified model of the movement of the readers’ attention on the web page. 
We then rank the elements according to the expected number of readers reading the 
particular element at any time. We believe this model reflects the actual behavior of most 
people’s attention. The probability that our attention will stay at a give object in a web 
page at given moment is proportional to the importance of this objects. If we rank the 
objects and returns only the top objects for the small screen device, it is more likely we 
can satisfy the user’s information needs. Based on the rankings, we select a rectangle 




The graph model of a single web page is made up of hundreds of basic elements that are 
linked to each other in a very complex manner. It is different from the commonly used 
tree-based analysis of web pages. It is predominantly semantic-based instead of syntax-
based. Such structure is similar to the whole Internet, which is also made up of many 
interrelated web pages. 
 
We organize the chapter in the following way. In Section 3.2, we will discuss how to 
convert a HTML web page into graph. In Section 3.3, we will give the design of the 
extraction and ranking system. In Section 3.4 we will discuss the dataset, and describe the 




3.2 Converting a web page into a graph 
 
3.2.1 Basic elements 
To construct a graph from a web page, we first identify the nodes, which are the basic 
elements in the web page. We then specify the edges of the graph which encode the 
relationships between pairs of basic elements. 
 
A web page is normally made up of hundreds of elements. We want to develop a 
consistent method for dividing a web page into basic elements. There are several 
requirements for the division process: firstly, the method should be adaptable to web page 
from different sites. Secondly, the granularity of the partition should be independent from 
the author, the reader and the content in the webpage, so that the data will present a 
consistent pattern. 
 
Researchers have proposed different methods to divide an HTML page into logical 
blocks. For example, Gu et al. [5] proposed a visual-based method to analyze the 
structure of a web page, and Yang et al. [2] provided a method to automatically 
understand the semantic structure of HTML pages based on detecting visual similarities 
of content objects. However, these methods are not suitable for our application because 
the granularity is subjective and affected by the semantic meaning of the content.  We use 
the algorithm similar to the system [17] that uses the DOM interface provided by the web 
browser to divide the web page into non-overlapping visible elements.  
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In our system, we use simpler objects as nodes in the graph. DOM interface of the web 
browser provides the list of all elements in web page, for example, a picture, a link, a text 
graph. However we cannot directly use the DOM element as the node for our graph, 
because DOM will return overlapping elements. For example, a web page may contain a 
paragraph of text, and inside the text paragraph there is a link. The DOM interface will 
return two elements for this text paragraph: both the text paragraph and the link will be 
identified as DOM element separately and the physical location of the two elements 
overlaps.  In our example we need all the non-overlapping visible elements in an HTML 
page. From bottom up we identify such nodes by using two simple rules: 
1. A visible object like an image, link or text paragraph will be a basic element if it 
is not overlapping with another child or its parent node.  
2. For overlapping objects, the minimal container of the two objects will be a 
potential element to be verified by the rule 1. The algorithm will seek from 
bottom up to locate the nearest common container, and the container will be 
treated as one node. 
  
For example, a web page may contain many links that are not overlapping with each 
other. Each of the links will be treated as basic element. Another web page may have a 
text paragraph with a link. Here we have two overlapping objects. The bigger one, the 
text paragraph, will be chosen to be checked by rule 1. If the text paragraph is not 
overlapping other elements at a higher level, it will be chosen. Otherwise we will 
recursively search upward. In this manner, all the visible objects in a web page will be 
elements allocated to nodes in the graph.    
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Figure 3.1 shows how a CNN web page will be divided. 
 
  
Homepage of www.cnn.com. Output from our algorithm. 
Figure 3.1: The original website from the www.cnn.com and its corresponding elements 
structure detected by our algorithm. The original complex web page (left) is decomposed 




3.2.2 Graph in a web page 
Assume that we have N basic elements, and we will build a graph such that the sum of 
the weights coming out of each node is one. This allows us to use the weight on the edge 
as the probability of a reader going to the next element along that edge.   
 
We first introduce an additional node S which can be considered as source of visitors to 
the web page. This node also serves as the sink where readers who stop reading at any 
particular element will go to. 
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Based on the features of a basic element, we will connect it to the source S with a weight 
that represents its contribution to the topic of a web page.  We take the following features 
into consideration: 
 
1. Size (Ps): An element with bigger size is more important than a smaller one. The 










The size is measured by the number of pixels. 
 
2. Text length (Pt): Element with longer visible text has higher importance. The 
length is the number of visible words. For example, a link with longer anchor text 











3. Match (Pm): Visitors from the source S will pay more attention to the content that 
is similar to S. We calculate the cosine similarity between the visible text in the 
element and the anchor text of S. Through out this thesis we will use the cosine 
similarity definition from Sam [89]: cosine similarity is a common vector based 
similarity measure whereby the string is transformed into vector space so that the 
Euclidean cosine rule can be used to determine similarity. 
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We use a stop word list including non-informative words that are commonly used 
in the internet context such as “click” “next” “more” “read” and others. 
 
4. Width/height ratio (Pr): The shape of an element reflects its importance. For 
example, for an image, a regular image is usually more important than an 
















For different categories of elements we will use different formulas. For a text 
















In both formulas the parameters are hand picked by the author and further 
adjusted through the experiment with the training set.      
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5. Physical offset (Pp): Physical position is calculated by pixels. This is actually a 
very important feature. Element closer to the center point is more important than 
those near the edge of the page. We calculate the position information from, first, 
the physical distance between the center of the element and the center of the 
screen and second its horizontal offset information. Let the screen center be (Xc, 

































In this formula, the factors for example, 0.3 and 0.7 are set empirically and adjusted 
through our experiment. We specially take X offset into consideration because normally a 
web designer will put the important content in the center of the screen, while both left 
and right sides are for irrelevant or less important content. However, we did not make use 
of the vertical offset, as we see that important content in a web page can be very long.  
 
We normalize the distance with the diagonal of the whole HTML page. All the constant 
values in the formula are chosen according to an ordinary web page layout.    
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The weight represents the probability that the reader’s eye goes to each of the element as 
he enters the web page; it is obvious that not all the elements are equally likely to be 
viewed. 
 
From each node i, we also set a weight W(i, S)=β, 0≤β≤1 to indicate the probability that 
the person stops reading at  node i and goes back to the source node S. The parameter β is 
a damping factor which can be set between 0 and 1. Later in our experiment with training 
set, we tried several different β, and eventually we fix β 0.25 in all our experiments. 
 
 
As described earlier, the weight of the edge between any two basic elements is an 
evaluation of how likely the reader is to continue with the second element after reading 
the first. It is calculated using the following features:  
 
1. Distance Pd(i, j): The physical distance (in pixels) of two elements in the layout 
















2. Horizontal offset (Ph): set as one if two element’s horizontal offset is the same, 
otherwise zero.  
3. Neighborhood (Pn):  Set as one if two elements are neighbors, otherwise zero.  
4. Match (Pm): the cosine similarity between the visible texts in the two elements.  
5. Width (Pw): Set as one if two elements have the same width, otherwise zero.  
 
The similarity S(i,j) between distinct elements i and j is calculated by the sum of the five 
features. For a node i, we have already used up a weight of β for the link back to the 
source.  Of the remaining amount (1-β), we use a fraction α as the loop back to itself to 
indicate that the user continues reading on the element for a period. Hence W(i,i)=(1-β)α. 
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3.2.3 Random walk on the graph  
In Section 3.2.2, we have described the algorithm to convert any web page into a graph, 
with the nodes representing the basic elements, and edges representing the relationship 
between the basic elements.  In this way, we convert an html web page into a structure 
that is similar to the whole Internet. 
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The most successful search engine is Google [1], which proposed the idea of “PageRank” 
to describe the importance or quality of a single webpage.  In our research, we will 
borrow the idea of PageRank to calculate the importance and quality of each basic node 
in a web page. 
 
We can similarly calculate a ranking that is proportional to the probability of a reader 
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where R
t
(i) is the ranking of node i at time t. The value R
t
(i) converges to a value that is 





3.3 Extracting and Optimizing  
 
3.3.1 Extracting relevant elements 
The task of a search engine is to return the top results that match the search query.  
However, even though we have the ranking for each element in the web page, we cannot 
simply return the elements to the user by its rank. In a search engine, every individual 
webpage is independent and it does not matter if one web page is returned before or after 
another web page. But in our system, there are semantic and logical relationship between 
the elements and the order of relevant elements has to be returned as it appeared in the 
original web page. The user will feel unhappy if he gets an article extracted from a web 
page that looks nice but has the wrong ordering of the elements.  
 
Our design goal is return to the user the most relevant content, which is those with the 
highest ranks, but still need to keep the original look and feel on the mobile device. We 




As shown in the algorithm, firstly, we sort the nodes and pick the node with the highest 
rank. Then we set two thresholds based on the rank score of the top node. T1 is a 
threshold on the edge weights, and T2 is a threshold on the ranks.  
 
We assume that the top node is the center topic or sentence of an article; our task is to 
traverse the graph from the top node following the links to reach all nodes that also 
belong to the main article. T1 is used to set the minimal weight on the links that algorithm 
should follow, and T2 is used to set the minimal rank that an element needs in order to be 
considered as relevant. 
 
As the algorithm moves away from the top node (calculated by d=Distance(topNode, 
node), the number of links between topNode and node), we increase the threshold tw on 
the weight. Otherwise, the algorithm may traverse a weak link and reach to the center of 
Select () 
{    
     list.insert(topnode); 
     T1= I(S,topnode); 
     T2=R(topnode); 
     while(node=list.getNext()!=NULL) 
     { 
d=Distance(topNode,node);   
tw=f1(d)*T1; 
for(each ni W(node, ni)>tw) 
{ 
 tr=f2(d)*T2; 
     if(R(ni)>tr) 
       { 






an irrelevant part of the document. We use linear functions f1(d) = 1+C1d and f2(d)=1-
C2d, which increases the tw on each link traversed, and decrease the threshold on rank tr 
to allow element with lower rank to join.  We decrease the threshold on the rank because 
we believe that relevant nodes further away from the center node may have lower ranks.  
 
After we obtain the list, we will put the element in its original position in the web page 
and find a minimal rectangle that covers all the nodes.  The procedure guarantees the 
integrity of the original content.  
 
3.3.2 Optimizing for mobile device 
In the previous section we obtained a rectangle within a web page that encloses the true 
article. The target rectangle may be larger than most mobile devices; we need to optimize 
the content and make sure it looks nice on the mobile device.  
 
We have the following design goals:  
1. Minimize vertical scrolling action on small screen device and eliminate horizontal 
scrolling action.  
2. Maximize the similarity between the layout of the optimized content and the 
original web page. 
 
We convert the HTML layout so that the width of the re-rendered HTML page is smaller 
than the screen. To maximize the similarity between the original page and the re-rendered 
page, we need to retain the HTML hierarchy structure of the original page. Our algorithm 





Original HTML page Layout tree of the  
Figure 3.2: The original HTML web page and its corresponding layout tree structure of 
the selected area.   
 
 
Figure 3.3: The web content with the layout optimization for small screen device 
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In Figure 3.2, the algorithm indicates a larger area that will be returned to a mobile device, 
the system will put the elements in the selected rectangle in a “Layout Tree” structure. 
The layout tree has the following features.    
 
1. Each element maintains hierarchical relationship in the original HTML tree. 
2. Each node has a rectangle data that records the area that it occupies in original 
HTML page.  
3. Children of the same parent node are at the same hierarchical level in the original 
HTML tree.  
4. The parent node’s rectangle is the minimal rectangle that covers all the children’s 
rectangles.  
 
The layout tree is built bottom-up, As seen in layout tree in Figure 3.2, suppose node B, C, 
D is at the same hierarchical in the original HTML tree, so we put it under the node M 
and set the rectangle of M as the minimal rectangle that covers B C D, then M and A 
shares the same parent nodes, and so on.  
 
The algorithm to re-render the HTML can be described as the following recursive 
algorithm 
Render(node) 
{    
    if( node.child=NULL )   return node.HTML;   
    if(node.width>Screen_Width)   
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{ //if larger than the screen, recursively call each child. 
    for(each child for node) 
          result  + = render (node.nextChild);   
 }  
else 
{    //The screen is wide enough to put all child nodes   
         for( each child for node) 




If we call Render() with root node as parameter, it will return the optimized HTML page. 
Suppose the root’s width is wider then the small screen, the algorithm recursively call 
render with to nodes N and I to process each sub tree. If the node N’s width is still wider 
than the screen, we recursive call Render(A) and Render(M). At the node M, suppose it is 
not wider than the screen width, so we return B C D’s HTML source. In the case when 
the width of basic element is larger than the window, we will zoom in the content to fit 




3.4 Experiment and analysis 
We have implemented the system to test our ideas. We have two goals in the system. The 
first is to satisfy the user’s information need. We try to deliver all the information that a 
user wants in a web page. The second is to save the bandwidth and minimize scrolling in 
the mobile device. We will use the following measure to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
system.  
 
1. The recall value R: 
R=(retrieved elements that are relevant)/(all the relevant elements) 
(We calculate by the area it occupies in the web page) 
 
2. The percentage of returned elements of the extraction: 
Return=(number of retrieved elements)/(number of elements on the web page) 
 
It is preferred that the system deliver as little content as possible while achieving the high 
average recall.  
 
Because of the novelty of the problem, the author’s survey failed to find public available 
and well-accepted test data set that is suitable for evaluation. We created the test data in 
the following manner.  
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Firstly, we randomly selected 158 websites from Google directory, under the category of 
news. From each web site, we chose an average of 5 web pages and recorded the anchor 
text of the links that lead to the pages.  
 
Secondly, for each web page, we allowed a user to read the anchor text. Here we require 
that the anchor text is made up of meaningful sentence, rather than link like “read” or 
“click”. We ask the user to use the mouse to specify the area that she wanted to read on 
mobile device. We recorded the web site name, the anchor text, and the area specified by 
the user.  We use a total of three different users for this task. 
 
In this manner, we collected altogether 788 web pages. We further divided the set for 
design and evaluation purposes. We set aside 580 sample pages to use in designing the 
system and adjusting the parameters. The remaining 208 samples are never seen and used 
only for evaluation. The design set and evaluation set do not share any page from the 
same web site.  
 
We set a target average recall rate as the goal, and try to obtain a system that satisfies the 
recall rate using the design set. We then evaluate the return rate in the delivery on both 
the design and evaluation set. The return rate on the evaluation set should be a fair 
indication on future performance as we have never seen the pages during the design 
process. For the experiment we set the target average recall to be 85%. We did not use 
100% because firstly, many of the elements selected by the user are actually ambiguous 
and hence the additional benefits of achieving total recall are small. Secondly, we believe 
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on the mobile device people not would prefer to use the limited resource to read the most 
important content. In most cases we do not attach the similar importance for 
completeness as we do for the desktop computer. We compare our system with three 
different algorithms.  
 
1. Simple Match: We calculate cosine similarity between the anchor texts with every 
basic element. We select all the elements where the similarity is above a threshold 
and return elements in the smallest rectangle surrounding the selected elements. 
 
2. Extended Match: Based on the result of the simple match, we do a second round 
calculation to calculate the cosine similarity between selected elements with the 
other elements. If the similarity is above certain threshold, we add the new 
element to selected list and return elements in the smallest rectangle surrounding 
the selected elements. 
 
3. Initial Ranking: We give each element an initial rank and weight as described in 
section 3.2.2 and return the elements in the smallest rectangle surrounding the 
elements with initial ranking above a threshold.  
 
4. Full implementation of our algorithm, the initial condition is set the same as 3. 
We improve it with our random walk and extraction algorithm.   
 
Method Recall_l Return_1 Recall_2 Return_2 
1 0.55 20.8% 0.62 32.4% 
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2 0.71 85.9% 0.72 78.1% 
3 0.72 65.9% 0.75 63.5% 
4 0.86 39.3% 0.85 38.2% 
 
Table 3.1: The recall of different random and traction algorithm 
 
In Table 3.1, “Recall_1” and “Return_1” are the experiment result on design set which is 
used to select thresholds and to set the values of other parameters. “Recall_2” and 
“Return_2” are the result on the evaluation set. In our experiment, we set β=0.25, α=0.85, 
W1=1, W2=1, W3=3, W4=1 and W5=2. The “word match” and “extended match” 
algorithms can only reach to maximum recall of 0.55 and 0.71 respectively no matter 
how we set the parameters. For the “initial ranking” method a recall of 0.72 can be 
achieved, 65% of the elements on the web page need to be delivered. Initial ranking 
really provide valuable additional information, but it is not sufficient. We need 
information from the graph in order to achieve better performance. With our algorithm 
we just need to deliver 39.3% to achieve a better recall. In the evaluation set, we 
observed a similar pattern.  
 
On average the algorithm need only return about 38% of all the elements in a web page to 
reach a recall above 0.85. We believe this result is encouraging for mobile devices. First 
of all, 38% of the elements do not mean only 62% of traffic savings. The savings in 
bandwidth is actually much higher because most of the elements that are removed are 
usually multimedia elements or advertisements.  
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Secondly, 0.85 of recall does not mean that user normally does not get a full article. We 
checked the samples where the algorithm fails to work well. It is usually because the 
anchor text of the link is irrelevant to the topic of the web page. In addition to that, under 
our current data collecting methods, it is likely that no algorithm can get a 100% recall, as 
errors caused by the ambiguity of the selection are probably unavoidable. For example, 
consider the following web page shown in Figure 3.4.   
   
 
 
Figure 3.4: Potential error that introduced in the data collection process  
 
Figure 3.4 explains the limitation of our evaluation. The red rectangle is what user 
defined as relevant by using the mouse to drag and draw an area on the screen. We can 
tell that it is no different from what the program returns as positive, which means the 
algorithm is 100% correct.  However, if we calculate the recall by the overlapping 
physical area, the recall by our definition will only be 0.90.  
 
The algorithm performs consistently on both the design and evaluation case. This shows 
that the algorithm is stable over different websites. Based on these results, we are 
confident that our system and implementation achieves the design goal.  However, all the 
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sample websites are chosen from Google directory. It is likely that most of them are well 
organized and designed. The tester selected links with meaningful anchor text to click on 
which is also helpful for the algorithm. More research needs to be done in the future for 
the real world Internet where a lot of irregular web pages and misleading anchor text 
might exist. We also do not have public available data set to evaluate on and hence we 
are not able to compare the effectiveness for this system with other researchers’ systems.         
 
Ideally, the algorithm will be loaded in a personal gateway, which can be our own 
desktop computer. It will retrieve and render the page in its memory on the behalf of the 
mobile device, and use the algorithm to optimize the webpage before sending the 
optimized page to the mobile device wirelessly. Normally optimization of a web page can 
be done within 1 second on a normal Pentium IV computer. Since the desktop is 
connected to Internet with cable and only small part of the page is delivered wirelessly, 
adding the optimization part will not greatly decrease the performance. A personal 




Our goal is to design a system that can deliver device independent content to mobile 
devices from any web page, and to fulfill the user’s information need on devices that 
have minimal computing power, screen and bandwidth available. We achieve this by 
ranking the importance of each element in a given web page and generating a customized 
“web” for mobile devices. We proposed three interesting ideas. Firstly, it is possible to 
represent the HTML web page with a graph structure. Secondly, based on our ranking 
algorithm that is similar to Google’s PageRank, the system can understand what the most 
important topic of a web page is. Thirdly, we develop an algorithm to reformat and 
optimize the subset of the original web page for different mobile device. Our experiments 
show that in the vast majority of cases, the proposed system provides the expected results, 
making it a useful system. 
 
With the current system, it is possible to navigate by following links that are located 
within the main article. However, on many sites, special navigation links are provided for 
navigating within the site. Most of these links are located on the top or side of the web 
page and will be removed by the current algorithm. In the next chapter we are going to 
handle these navigation requirements and make the system truly friendly for surfing on 
mobile devices. 
 
With the development of wireless technology and emergence of various mobile devices, 
people will not be limited to the desktop computer. We will access the Internet through 
all possible devices. Instead of building different webs for different devices, we strongly 
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believe that the right direction is to convert and deliver the same content in different ways 








Content Classification with Random Walk                                           
 
 
4.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, we focus on the second fundamental challenges for accessing Internet 
from mobile devices: How to classify and extract certain type of content in a web page, 
and deliver only that part to the mobile device, which will exactly satisfy the user’s 
information needs, no more and no less.  
 
As we have shown in last chapter, a web page is made up of hundreds of basic elements. 
The functional role of each element can be different depending on the context in which it 
is used. For example, an image can be the banner of a website, an advertisement, or a 
picture for a news article. If we can accurately understand the functional role of each 
element, we will be able to develop a new method to optimize the web page for mobile 
devices. For example, if the user wants to read only the main content of a web page, the 
system will extract and deliver the main content in the web page.  This is desirable for 
mobile devices which have many constraints, including very small screens, small 
memory capacities and wireless networks that are slower and more expensive.  
 
In this chapter, we define five content categories: Main Content (C), Related Links (R), 
Navigation and Support (N), Advertisement (A) and Form (F). For each web page, we 
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will build five graphs for each content category, and we call it CategoryGraph. The 
CategoryGraph is specifically designed such that most of the probability mass of the 
stationary distribution is concentrated in nodes that belong to its corresponding category. 
We use random walks on specially designed graphs to automatically categorize the web 
elements. In analogy to Google’s PageRank [1], we call the score of each element in the 
graph after random walk its CategoryRank. The random walk value represents the 
probability that the object belongs to one specific category; hence each object will come 
with five rank values. We compare an element’s CategoryRank in the five graphs and 
classify the element into the category where it has maximum value.  We present a simple 
user interface for effective display of the elements in these categories and describe a 
method for automatically partitioning the web elements into the categories.  
 
We organize this chapter in the following way. In Section 4.2, we will discuss our criteria 
for functional category selection. We will present an innovative user interface that allows 
a satisfying surfing experience on mobile devices through category classification.  In 
Section 4.3, we will discuss how to divide a webpage into elements, and build the five 
category graphs from a single web page. In Section 4.4, we will discuss how we use 
random walk to obtain the CategoryRank for classification. In Section 4.5 we will discuss 
the dataset and the evaluation of the system. Section 4.6 gives out the conclusion.  
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4.2 Functional categories  
One web page can contain many different types of content. Each of them will relate to the 
reader’s interest and surfing pattern in a different way. For example, the reader usually 
uses a navigation link to enter a web page, reads the main content, ignores the 
advertisement and clicks on related links to further explore a topic.  Our objective is to 
classify web content into meaningful functional categories to facilitate the surfing 
experience on mobile devices.  As a mobile device has very limited memory, screen size, 
and narrow bandwidth,  the system is expected to classify and deliver only one category 
of  the content, for example the main content to the mobile device, while at the same, 
time, user can switch among content of different category.  
 
The criteria we use to select the actual categories are very important. Firstly, the 
functional categories we select need to have a meaningful and useful theme. It needs to 
be related to the user’s daily surfing experience. Secondly, each functional category 
should have a distinct and coherent meaning. It needs to have a predictable implication 
on the user behavior while minimizing the confusion for the reader. For example, it 
would be appropriate to divide links into Navigation (N) and Related (R) links, because 
Navigation (N) links leads to another section of the site which may or may not have the 
similar topic with current page, while the Related Links (R) is leading to another page 
that tells a related story.  At the same time, further dividing an article into categories like 
author, article, date, title may not be so necessary for our objective.  
 
 We will classify the content into five categories:
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• Content (C):  Main content that is the centre topic of a web page, which includes 
the main article, title, the author, date, supporting picture or any other material 
used to describe the topic. The main content is very important, as it is the default 
content that will be delivered to the mobile device, and we are able to further 
process the main content, for example text summarization in the next chapter for 
further facilitate the surfing experience on mobile device.   
• Related Link (R): A web page normally contains links to other web pages that tell 
the related story. We want to identify these links to help user to further explore a 
topic.   
• Form (F): Forms can be used to enable the reader to interact with the webpage. 
For example, normally the form is embedded in the web page, by classifying the 
form that the user can instantly type search with keyword, or submit certain 
request in web pages from mobile.  
• Advertisement (A): Web page is filled with internal or external advertisements. 
They may or may not be useful to the readers especially from the mobile devices. 
It is ideal if we can separate them and give reader a choice on how to deal with 
them, especially on mobile devices. 
• Navigation and Support (N): A website is normally well-structured and divided 
into different sections. On each web page there are fixed links to those sections, 
which helps a reader to navigate in the site. Some of the content, for example, the 
banner, copyright information and the logo, are not informative, are normally 
invisible and do not have much influence on user’s behavior unless user seek for 
such information, so we put them into this category. 
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We propose an innovative browser user interface based on functional category 
classification. Instead of sending the whole web page to the mobile device, which 
generally wastes bandwidth and clutters the target device, the system first classifies the 
content in the web page into five categories, and generates five web pages out of the 
content in the original web page. Mobile users can specify the content to be delivered and 
rendered in the mobile device. The system allows a user to read exactly what he wants 
without being distracted by the irrelevant content.  
 
For example, if a user wants to read a web page shown in Figure 4.1. On the mobile 
device, he will not get the same nice experience as on personal computer. 
 
Figure 4.1:   The original web page on the normal computer browser 
In our system, instead of transferring the original web page to the mobile device, we will 
decompose it into five web pages: Navigation and Support (N), Content (C), 
Advertisement (A), Related Links (R) and Forms (F). By default, user will read only the 
Content (C) page, as shown in Figure 4.2 
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Figure 4.2:   The Content view on a mobile device. 
As we can see in the Content page, only the main content will be presented, the page is 
optimized and users can easily read it on a mobile device. At the top of the generated 
page there are links to other categories. The user can click the links “Related”, 






Figure 4.3: The Related view and the Advertisement view of the original web page 
As shown in Figure 4.3, if the user clicks the “Related” link in the generated web page 
the server will return only the related links in the original web. The “AD” link contains 
all the advertisement in the original webpage.  The system allows the user to freely surf 
the exact the type of the material from mobile device by simply clicking. 
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4.3 Building category graphs  
Using the same method described in the section 3.2.1, we first convert a web page into 
basic elements. In the second step, we will construct graphs for each functional category. 
Every pair of elements in the web page is connected with directed edges in both 
directions. We normalize the sum of the weights coming out of each node to 1. The 
weight of edge (i, j) is the probability of a random walker at node i moving to node j at 
the next time instance.  
 
In Chapter 3, we proposed to build single graph for each web page, where the probability 
mass concentrated on elements that are more important for the mobile user. We use the 
features like size, similarity with anchor text, and so on. In this chapter, in order to 
construct different graph for each functional category, we will adopt the similar concept: 
in each of the graph, the stationary distribution will have most of its probability mass 
concentrated only on nodes that belong to the corresponding category. As a result, for 
each graph we will use the features that are more important to that particular category. 
For example, the feature “external link to advertisement site” is very important for 
advertisement graph.  The probability mass for an element in a graph becomes its score 
for the category.  We categorize each node by selecting the graph that gives the element 
the highest score.  
 
We note that we effectively solve two problems at the same time: segmenting complex 
objects in the web page as well as deciding the class that the objects belong to. Motivated 
by this, we construct each graph from the sum of two distinct graphs: a category 
independent graph and a category dependent graph. The category independent graph tries 
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to prevent complex objects from being split up into separate classes. On the other hand, 
the category dependent graph is used for each category. Each of these graphs will attempt 
to move the probability mass to nodes that belong to its corresponding category. The 
stationary distribution on the combined graph has probability mass concentrated only on 
nodes that belong to its corresponding category. 
 
  
4.3.1 Category independent graph  
Based on the features of two basic elements, we will connect them with a weight that 
increases with the likelihood that the two nodes belong to the same object. We take the 
following features into consideration: 
 
1. Similarity S(i, j): We calculate the cosine similarity between the visible texts of 
the two elements. The rationale is that two elements are more likely to belong to 
same category if they are similar.  
 
2. Distance ),( jiPd :  The edge between elements closer to each other shall have a 
higher weight to encourage walking between them. Let the screen size be 














3. Neighborhood ),( jiNb : If two elements are positioned next to each other, we will 















4. Same Edge ),( jiEg : If two elements have either same left, right top or bottom 















5. Same Tag ),( jiTg : If two elements have either same tag, we will add weight to 















6. Same Parent ),Pr( ji : If two elements are the children of the same parent node in 


























j)Tg(i,j) Eg(i,j)Pr(i, j)Nb(i,j)Pd(i,j)S(i,j)I(i, +++++=  
 
The weight represents the probability that the random walker move from one element to 
another. It is based on features that are independent on the category. For each of the 
category independent graph, we will add category dependent factor to each edge and thus 
construct separate graph for each category.   
 
4.3.2 Content (C) graph  
For each of the edges in the basic graph, we will add weight to edges whose target is 
more likely to be a content element; in this way, we can construct the content graph. The 
following content related features are added: 
 
1. Element Size ),( jiSz : Content object normally have a larger size than other type 
of element. We use the following formula to calculate the weight for size factor:  
 
















2. Tag Category ),( jiTag : The web designer tends to use plain text for the main 
content. We will add weight to the edge which points to a text block. According 
to the HTML specification, we define an element is s text element if its HTML 
string starts with tag including “<p>, <Br> <H>, <Strong>, <title>”, or it is a 














3. Direction Dr(i, j): if we connect the center point of element i and element j with 
an arrow, and the arrow is pointing towards the center of the web page, it is more 
likely to walk to the content we will set Direction (i, j) =1 otherwise 0.  
 
4. Text length ),( jiTx : The length of visible plain text in an element is often a strong 
















5. The weight for Content graph from the element i to element j is calculated by the 
function ),( jiWc . We consider both the feature which are category dependent Ic( i, 
j) as well as features which are category independent W(i, j): 
 










The constants in our formulas, for example the constant 4 and 2 in the above formula, are 
set empirically and adjusted through our experiment. It is the same case with the constant 
in the other formulas in this chapter.  
 
4.3.3 Advertisement (A) graph  
For Advertisement (A), we use the following features to construct a category dependent 
graph. 
 
1. ),( jiTag : Certain element, for example Flash object, is mainly used for 
advertisements.  In our graph, we consider the following tags   
• Image: Image with URL or alt text contains “ad”  
• Animated GIF: whether the image is animated GIF 
• Flash object 
• <iFrame> or <Script> object  
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If element j has one of these features we will set ),( jiTag to one otherwise it is 
zero  
 
2. ),( jiText : We collect a collection of words that are often be used in 
advertisement, for example “advertisement”, “sponsor”, “sale”, “classified”, etc, 
we count the appearance of such word in element j  CountAD(j)  
 
0.5/)(),( jCountADjiText =  
 
3. Link(i, j): the advertisement link presents many clues:  
• AdSite(i,j): We collect list of advertisement sites, for example 
doubleclick.com. The presence of such domain names is a strong evidence 
for advertisement. AdSite(i, j) will be set as one if it is a link to those sites, 
otherwise zero. 
• AdURL(j) The URL structure is under a folder “/ads/” or “ad=” etc.  
AdURL(i,j) will be set as one if its URL contains that structure  component, 
otherwise zero. 
• AdDomain(j) If the URL is made up of two domain names that are from 
different sites, it is normally an advertisement referring program, we will 
set AdDomain(j)=1, otherwise zero. 
   
j)(i,j)(i,j)(i,j)Link(i, AdDomainAdURLAdSite ++=  
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The weight for the Advertisement graph for an edge pointing to element j, is calculated 
by the function ),( jiWa :   










4.3.4 Relate (R) graph  
For the Related (R) graph, we use the following features to construct a category 
dependent graph. 
 
1. ),( jiTag : Tag <a> or with <Li> is likely to be a related link, but it is also 
possible that plain text with a small link “read more” can also be related links. We 
will set 1),( =jiTag  if it contains such tag, otherwise zero. 
 
2. ),( jiLength : Related link (R) tends to have a longer anchor text to tell the topic 
of a story. To calculate this, will count the number of useful word,  after removing 
stop word like “click” or  “more”, 
 
4)(),( −= AnchorTextCountWordjiLength  
 
3. Link(i, j): Related link have different URL structure from that of advertisement 
and a navigation link.  
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• FileLink(i, j) If it is normally a link to a specific file instead of folder or an 
index file, we will set it as one, otherwise zero.    
• LinkURL(i, j) If URL normally contains folder name like “/story/”, 
“/news/”, we will set it as one other wise zero.  
• InternalURL(i, j): if the link is point to a URL within the same domain 
name, it is more likely to be a related link and will be set as one, otherwise 
zero. 
  
j)(i,j)(i,j)(i,j)Link(i, LInternalURLinkURLFileLink ++=  
 
The weight for Advertisement graph for edge pointing to element j, is 
calculated by the function ),( jiWr ,   
 










4.3.5 Navigation and support (N) graph  
For Navigation and Support (N) we use the following features to construct category 
dependent graph 
 
1. ),( jiTag : If the edge is pointing to element with Tag <a>, it can be a navigation 
link. Image <img> can also be navigation links Space image: if the image file 
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name contains word like “blank”, “corner”, “space” etc, which indicate the image 
is not related to the content.  
 
If element j has one of these features we will set Tag(i, j)  to one otherwise it is zero 
 
2. ),( jiLength : Navigation link (R) tends to have a shorter anchor text, normally a 
just one or two words, to calculate this we will use the following formula:  
 
)(4),( AnchorTextCountWordjiLength −=  
 
3. Link(i, j): The Navigation and Support element’s URL is normally link to a index 
page rather than a file.   
• FolderLink(i, j) If it is normally a link to a folder or an index file, we will 
set it as one, otherwise zero.    
• InternalURL(i, j): if the link is point to a URL external  domain name, it is 
more likely to be a related link and will be set as one, otherwise zero. 
  
j)(i,j)(i,j)Link(i, LExternalURFolderLink +=  
 
4. ),( jiText : We collect a collection of words that are often be in the anchor text of 
used in link, for example “global”, “weather”, “business”, “copy right”, “logo”, 
“banner” etc, we count the appearance of such word as  CountNavigate(j) 
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0.3/)(),( jateCountNavigjiText =  
 
5. Pos(j) Element in the edge, which tends to be Navigation (N) element. So we use 
four features LeftEdge, RightEdge, TopEdge and BottomEdge, and use a binary 
value to represent whether the element’s border touches one of the four edges of 


















































j) ((j)(j)(j)Pos(j) BETERELE +++=  
 
The weight for Navigation graph for edge pointing to element j is calculated by 
the function ),( jiWn :  
 











4.3.6 Form (F) graph  
Rules for Form (F) is simpler than the rest, we use the following features to construct 
category dependent graph 
 
1. ),( jiTag : Tag <input> or with <textarea> <form> is a part of the form. In some 
websites, form is connected with a database, so appearance of database inquiry 
language will be treated as proof of the Form, we will set it as one if such feature 
is presented, otherwise zero.  
  
2. ),( jiText : The collection of indicative words for Form (F) include “search”, 
“submit”, “form”, “login” etc, we count the appearance of such word in element j 
CountForm(j)  
 
0.3/)(),( jCountFormjiText =  
 
The weight for Advertisement graph for edge pointing to element j, is calculated 
by the function ),( jiWf ,   











4.4 Random walk on the graphs  
We propose the idea of “CategoryRank” to calculate the likelihood that an element in a 
web page belongs to certain category.  “CategoryRank” can be thought of as a model of 
user behavior similar to “PageRank”, where random walking separately takes place in 
five graphs. Each element will get five “CategoryRank” from the five graphs. We then 
compare the element’s “CategoryRank” in five graphs and classify an element to a 
category with the maximum “CategoryRank”.   
 
In our implementation we use the following formula to calculate the CategoryRank 












At each iteration, the CategoryRank of element i will be updated with the contribution 
from itself and all linking vertices in the graph. Following the Google’s PageRank [1] 
formula setting, we set d as 0.85. We set a threshold to check whether the probability 
distribution has converged in each round of iteration. This is done by summing up all the 
changes in the CategoryRank of every element and stopping the iterations if the sum is 
smaller than 0.0001. It normally takes about 10 rounds before the scores stabilize. 
 
Once we get the CategoryRank for each of the elements in the web page, we will use that 
rank to classify the web content into different categories, and generate a new web page 
that contains only one type of content and deliver to mobile.    
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4.5 Experiment result and analysis 
We implemented the system to validate our ideas and evaluate the performance of this 
approach. We use the area of the correctly classified elements as a measure of 
performance, rather than counting the number of correctly classified elements, because 
the elements in the web page are not equally important. For example, a text block is more 
important than a navigation icon. Secondly, for the mobile devices where the screen size 
is so small, we will focus on delivering as much important information as possible, rather 
than present as many relevant elements in as possible. 
 
To compare with simple machine learning approaches, we used the off-the-shelf system 
WEKA [6] for this experiment. We follow the general practice of using precision (P), 
recall (R) and F-measure as the evaluation.  
1. The precision (P) for a certain category C: 
P = (Total area of elements correctly classified as belonging to C)/(Total area of elements 
classified as belonging to C) 
 
2. The recall (R) for certain category: 
R= (Total area of elements correctly classified as belonging to C )/(Total area of elements 
that actually belong to C) 
 
3. F-measure:  2PR/(P+R) 
 
Because of the uniqueness of the research problem, there is no public available and well-
accepted test data set that is suitable for evaluation. The author created the data in the 
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following manner. We first randomly selected 150 websites from the Google directory as 
the training set, under the category of news. We developed a specialized annotation 
software tool. For each web site, we chose 2 pages and manually label each of the 18,864 
elements into one of the five categories. As we can see from the distribution of all the 







































The distribution pattern 
Content 24% 
Advertisement 14% 




Figure 4.4: The distribution of category element in our dataset 
When we looked into the large number of elements, we find some of the elements are not 
really useful to display. For example, an element that is either extremely small. 
Removing them from the page will improve the page loading speed without hurting the 
surfing experience on the mobile device. We come up with two rules to remove such 
elements. Firstly, the element with either width or height less than 5 pixels will be 
removed. This helps to remove very small icons and narrow bars. Secondly, a picture 
(decided by source image file name) will be removed if it is used more than three times in 
a page. These are elements like “space.gif”, which is normally used to fill empty space on 
the web page or to separate useful information.  
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After preprocessing, 12,134 elements remain. We set aside the first 10,009 as the training 
set and the rest as the test set. The training set is used in the process of designing the 
feature sets and weights while the unseen test set is used to test the effectiveness of the 
algorithm. The test set does not have any common web sites with the training set, and the 
elements are labeled with the same tool.  
 
Besides changing the edge weights, we can also improve performance by initializing the 
nodes to different values for different graphs. We found that initializing the node values 
to 0.15 for the Form graph and to 0.20 for all other graphs works well.  This is consistent 
with Form containing the smallest number of elements in the web pages. The 
corresponding results are showed in Table 4.1. 
 
Class Precision Recall F-Measure 
Content 0.90 0.94 0.92 
Advertisement 0.83 0.90 0.87 
Relate 0.65 0.64 0.64 
Navigation 0.66 0.56 0.61 
Form 0.92 0.56 0.70 
 
Table 4.1: Experiment result with training set for all five category contents 
 
The results on the 2,125 test data elements are shown in Table 4.2.  The F value for 
Content (C) and Advertisement (A) and Form (F) are as high as 0.93, 0.82 and 0.82 
respectively. The result on the training and test set shows that the multi-graph random 
walk method is an effective and practical for method for classifying and extracting the 
main content and advertisement for mobile devices. 
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Class Precision Recall F-Measure 
Content 0.92 0.93 0.93 
Advertisement 0.75 0.90 0.82 
Relate 0.58 0.66 0.62 
Navigation 0.76 0.56 0.64 
Form 0.93 0.74 0.82 
 
Table 4.2: Experiment result with test set for all five category contents 
 
To compare the experiment result, we use the WEKA package J48 classifier. We tried 
many other classifiers provided by WEKA, including NB and SMO, and J48 performed 
the best on the dataset. We use the same feature vector used in constructing the graph to 
build the J48 classifier using the training set. We use it to evaluate the 2,125 elements in 
the test set. The results are: 
 
Class Precision Recall F-Measure 
Content 0.85 0.77 0.80 
Advertisement 0.40 0.60 0.48 
Related Link 0.12 0.58 0.20 
Navigation 0.85 0.68 0.76 
Form 0.47 0.75 0.58 
 
Table 4.3: The WEKA result with test set for all five category contents 
 
As we can see from the Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, the performance of our approach is 
better than the machine learning approach for all categories except for the navigation. 
However, the current result is based on the experiment data set that the author managed 
to collect with the help of independent focus group users. Whether the system 
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outperforms the machine leaning methods throughout all web pages on the Internet still 




Our goal in this chapter is to solve the second fundamental challenges for accessing 
Internet from mobile devices: classify and deliver only part of web content to satisfy the 
user’s information needs on the mobile device.  Based on the analysis of surfing patterns 
of normal users on the common websites, we narrow our content classification into five 
functional categories, which includes Content (C), Related Link (R), Navigation and 
Support (N), Advertisement (A), Form (F). 
 
We design a system that can divide a webpage into basic elements, and build five 
category graphs. We propose a novel method based on random walk models for this task. 
Experimental results are promising, showing that the method outperforms common 
machine learning methods on this problem.  However, due to the lack of commonly 
available dataset for this problem, the author has to manually create data to verify the 
idea. The universal effectiveness the proposed method still needs to be examined when 
larger data set or focus group users are available.   
 
With the system introduced in this chapter, it is possible to extract only certain categories 
of content within a web page to be delivered to a mobile device. Furthermore, result of 
this system proposed in this chapter can also facilitate other web information processing 
application. It serves as the foundation of next chapter, as the main content may still be 
too long for some small screen devices. We will develop text summarization system to 








In this chapter, we focus on using graph and random walk to solve the third fundamental 
challenge in the mobile Internet: text summarization for mobile devices.   
 
The system in chapter 4 extracts the main article from a web page.  However, full article 
may not be ideal for mobile device. First, the screen of mobile devices is too small to 
present the full article, so we will need to scroll and scroll in order to read the long text 
on mobile. Second, the wireless bandwidth is expensive and slow, and it is not cost 
effective to transfer the full text when users typically read only a small portion of the 
whole.  In this chapter, we will propose a text summarization system for mobile device, 
so that mobile users can choose to read the summary rather than the full text.  
 
Compared with traditional text summarization tasks, the challenge of automatic 
summarization for mobile device is unique. Most of the existing summarization systems 
are designed to work for specific document sets. They make use of the features that are 
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calculated based on all articles in that document set. For example, the average sentence 
length. However, the summarization system for mobile device needs to summarize a 
single web article, and there is no other document to refer to.  Second, most existing 
summarization systems need to be trained before generating useful results, and this 
process makes the summarization system less adaptable to different web sites on the 
Internet. As a conclusion, traditional text summarization method is not suitable for the 
mobile Internet.  
 
Researchers have proposed to use graphical model for text summarization. The basic 
approach contains two steps: First, convert the text article into a graph, normally the node 
in the graph is the sentence. Second, use graph technique to select sentence as summary.  
For example, Salton et al. [75] used degree centrality to extract the important paragraphs 
of an article as summary. Erkan et al. [51] proposed LexRank, the system converts text 
into a fully connected graph and then random walks to select summary sentences. 
Mihalcea et al. Mihalcea et al. [27] proposed the TextRank model, which is based on a 
unidirectional backward pointing graphical model and random walks to rank the 
sentences. All these work have delivered promising results for text summarization. 
However, existing graph based text summarization systems also have limitations. As we 
will explain later, the graphical models they choose may not be the most suitable for text 
summarization. We will develop a new graphical model for single document 
summarization, which further improves the performance. 
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The system we propose will act as a gateway between the mobile device and the Internet.  
When the user clicks on a link from the mobile device, the system will retrieve the web 
page on behalf of the mobile device. Rather than delivering the full article, it will 
summarize the article and return only the summary to the mobile devices. This 
framework has clear advantages: first, it saves the bandwidth and speeds up the surfing 
experience by transmitting only the compressed summary. Secondly, the summary 
captures the main idea of the article, and is more suitable to display on small screens.  
 
We have two contributions in this research. First, we analyze two existing graphical 
models for text summarization. We believe the right graphical model must be compatible 
with how human beings read and write articles. Second, we propose a new “citation 
model” for text summarization. It is a simple and effective for text summarization. Our 
experiments show that our model outperforms other graphical model in the single 
document text summarization.  
 
In section 5.2 we will discuss our assumptions about how users read and write articles. 
Then we will analyze the two existing graphical models, and explain their advantages and 
disadvantages. In section 5.3, we will propose our citation graphical model. In section 5.4, 
we discuss the experiment and the results which confirm that our model outperforms its 
peers.  
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5.2 The graphical models  
We want to build graphs from text articles, and then use the graph technique to pick the 
most important sentences as the summary. Graphical models have also been proposed in 
the area of text summarization.  
 
To understand how human beings read or write articles is helpful. We believe normal 
people will read an article from the beginning towards the ending, and the attention is 
more focused in the beginning.  Similarly, in order to match the reading pattern of the 
normal people, the authors normally write from the beginning part in the direction 
towards the end, even though they may not write sentence by sentence. Secondly, the 
authors normally put important ideas or concepts in the beginning, and leave the details 
or less important content near the end.  Most authors first make a claim, then use 
examples or explanation to reinforce the claim before jumping to the next claim.  The 
assumptions for reading and writing are true for most human being. A good graphical 
model for text summarization needs to take this into consideration.  
 
5.2.1 The fully connected graph    
A fully connected graph model was proposed by Erkan et al. [51], where every two 
sentences that share common words will be linked with an edge. The weight of the 
connectivity is based on intra-sentence cosine similarity, where between each pair of the 
sentences, we will connect them by their cosine similarity. An article with ten sentences 





Figure 5.1 The fully connected graph model 
In Figure 5.1, even with fully-connect every sentence in the article, the result graph may 
not be fully-connected as the similarity between some pair of sentences would be zero. 
The fully-connected graph focuses on the “centrality” of a sentence, which is calculated 
by the similarity property. A fully-connected graph model is incompatible with how users 
read or write articles as it assumes all the sentences are equal regardless of their position 
in the article. We understand that this may not be true, as the readers normally pay more 
attention to earlier content, and authors start an article with important materials.  The 
graphical model should be built in a way that somehow is in favor of earlier sentences. 
Although we believe that “centrality” is important, it does not model the real world well 













5.2.2 The backward directed graphical model    
According to the backward graphical model proposed by Mihalcea et al. [27], the authors 
write article from the first sentence to the last. All the later sentences “backward” link to 
earlier sentences, as shown in Figure 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2:  Scheme of the growth of the backward graph model 
As we can see in the Figure 5.2, when a new sentence is added to the graph, the backward 
link to earlier sentences will be added. The “TextRank” system [27] is one kind of 
backward graph. It is built by having all the links pointing backward to earlier sentences, 
and the weight of directed edge from sentence i and sentence j is: 
 














),( jiS  is the similarity between the sentence i and sentence j.  The ),( jiP  ensures that 









The backward similarity graph is compatible with our assumption about how the human 
beings read and write articles. The content of the article is developed by first making a 
statement or claim, and then support or explain it by evidences or details. The sentences 
with the most support from later sentences are important. In the generated graph, there 
will be directed links from the supporting sentences to the statement and claims. The 
backward similarity graph rightly gives earlier sentence a higher priority.   
 
We believe the backward graph model is a better model for text summarization. However, 
it is still not the perfect graph model. It gives every earlier sentence equal prior 
importance. In particular, when creating a link from a sentence to earlier sentences, it 





5.3 The citation graph  
 
We propose a new graphical model for the text summarization. It is inspired by the 
citation network formed by academic papers, so we call it citation graph. In a citation 
network, the probability of a new paper citing an old paper is proportional to the in-
degree of the old paper [85]. This naturally gives strong preference to linking to nodes 
which appears very early in the evolution of the network. We build the citation graph 
from an article in five steps:  
 
1. Add the first sentence to the graph as first node (
1N ) with initial significance 
value 
1W =1; 
2. Add the next sentence to the graph as node iN , and calculate the similarity of this 


















3. Add a directed link from the new node to all earlier nodes. The weight is 


















4. The introduction of the new citing sentence will lead to increase of the 



















5. Go to step 2 and repeat with each subsequent sentence, until the last sentence of 
the article is reached.  
 
Figure 5.3: The process of constructing the citation graph 
 
As shown in the graph 5.3, in the first step the first sentence is the only node 1N  in the 
graph, with an initial weight 1W =1. In the second step we process the second sentence 2N . 
We connect the two nodes with a directed edge from  
2N  to 1N  with the weight 
.21121 SWW ×=   
 
At each step, we add a new sentence to the graph, and modify the weight of the existing 
edges and nodes. In this way we gradually incorporate the citation relationship introduced 



































by the new sentences into the graph. We will repeat this procedures until all sentences are 
added, and text document is fully converted into a citation model graph.  
 
We believe the citation model is a better model for the text summarization problem, 
because it precisely matches our assumption about how user read and write articles. First, 
the citation graph is different from the fully connected graph model, where the newly 
introduced sentence is treated equally. Under our assumption, we believe earlier 
sentences are more important. Secondly, the citation model is a variation of the backward 
graph. In the backward graph, new nodes are gradually added into the graph, but the link 
and node value remain static. In the citation graph model, we dynamically update the 
node value as we introduce each new node into the graph. Most articles have important 
ideas or concepts in the beginning, and leave the details or less important content near the 
end. The citation model reflects that; as details or supporting materials are added, the 
importance of corresponding earlier sentence changes accordingly.  
 
After the graphical model is built upon the text article, we will perform random walk on 
it and rank all the sentences in the article. Top sentences are chosen as the summary.  We 





5.4 Experiment result and analysis 
 
5.4.1 The dataset and evaluation package 
In order to provide a fair comparison of our system and the other summarization systems 
in this field, we will use the standard dataset and evaluation package. 
 
The Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [34] was started by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology as an evaluation conference for research in the 
area of text summarization. NIST produced 60 reference sets, 30 for training and 30 for 
testing.  Each set contains documents, single document summaries, and multi-document 
summaries on clusters of related articles. The datasets define standard single 
summarizations with fixed length of 50, 100, 200 and 400 words, which we utilize for our 
experiments.  We will use the DUC 2001 training set for selecting the best graph model 
to use while the DUC 2002 dataset was used for comparison with other systems
1
.  
Considering the screen size of the average mobile device, we will focus on 100 words 
summary.  
 
This dataset is suitable for evaluating our proposed method for several reasons. First, the 
articles are from many different sources, for example, The Financial Times, FBI, LA, San 
Jose Mercury News etc., It helps to test whether the proposed method is independent of 
the source. Second, the articles are written by different authors about different topics; so 
that we can use it to test whether our graphical model performs equally well for articles in 
                                                 
1
 Training set is not available for DUC 2002. 
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different domains. Third, although the data set is still small compared to all the articles in 
the Internet, it is being used by many other researchers, so it is a fair comparison to test 
whether the citation graph outperforms other graphical models and summarization 
systems.  
 
For evaluation, we will use the ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting 
Evaluation) toolkit. ROUGE package is introduced by Lin et al. [35], which proposed 
that the summarization system can be evaluated by the unigram co-occurrence with 
human judges. ROUGE was adopted by the DUC conference only from 2004 onwards. 
However, researchers have used it for single document DUC 2001 and 2002 datasets to 
compare results.  
 
Before conducting our experiment, we verified the DUC dataset and ROUGE package. 
We discovered some bugs in both the DUC dataset and the earlier ROUGE package.  The 
bug has resulted in the inaccurate reports by other researchers on the performance of their 
algorithms. We explain the bugs in the document sets as well as in the ROUGE package 
in Appendix I.  
 
The top 100 word is a well accepted common baseline for text summarization, so we will 
extract the top 100 words of the article as the baseline. We will use the ROUGE 1.5.5 
package, which has been verified correct for bugs found in the earlier versions of 
ROUGE.  The parameter setting is:  “-n 1 -l 100 -m –a”. The “-n” parameter sets the 
max-ngram length that will be computed. In our experiment we use “- n 1” to request the 
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ROUGE package to evaluate using unigram. The “-l” parameter sets the length of the 
words in the system and peer summary for the evaluation. In our experiment we will 
generate a summary longer than 100 words and use“-l 100” to have ROUGE package cut 
the summary length limit to 100 words for us. We will also use “-m” to stem both model 
and system summaries using Porter stemmer before computing various statistics. We will 
use “-a” to set ROUGE package to evaluate all systems specified in the ROUGE-eval-






DUC 2001 Training 0.44464 
DUC 2001 Test  0.44252 
DUC 2002  0.48057 
  
Table 5.1: The baseline performance for DUC 2001 and 2002 using ROUGE 1.5.5.  
 
5.4.2 Fully connected graphical model 
In the first step, we will build fully connected graph with a single feature, and then use 
random walk to rank the sentences. In our experiment, for any two sentences 
iS  and jS , 
let iN  be the number of words inside iS . A sentence can be represented by a vector of 
non-trivial words in
iiii
i WWWWWS ,...,,,, 4321= .  We remove stop words from the list. 
The complete list of stop words is listed in Appendix 2.  The similarity between sentence 











In this formula, the similarity is calculated by the number of overlapping of the words in 
the two sentences, and it is further normalized by the sum of the sentence length. The 
formula is proposed by the TextRank system [27]. We have also implemented other 
similarity schemes such as cosine similarity. However, this formula outperforms the rest. 
We will use this formula through out our experiment.   
 
The result is listed in Table 5.2.  
 
Graph Performance 
Base line (top100) 0.44464 
Similarity graph 0.43468 
 
Table 5.2: Fully connected graph performance for DUC 2001 training set using ROUGE 
1.5.5.  
 
The result shows that the fully connected graph does not outperform the baseline.  
 
5.4.3 The backward graphical model 
In the second part of the experiment, we implement the backward graph on the DUC 
2001 training data, the result is listed in the following Table 5.3.  
 
Graph Performance 
Base line (top100) 0.44548 
Backward Similarity 0.43024 
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Table 5.3: The backward graph performance for DUC 2001 training dataset using 
ROUGE 1.5.5.  
 
As we can see the performance of the backward directed graphical model does not 
outperform the baseline. It reconfirms our assumption about normally how the articles are 
written:  most of the articles begin with the most important sentences. As we will see in 
next section, the top 100 word is very difficult to beat; none of the paper in the DUC 
2001 has achieved that goal.    
 
 
5.4.4 The citation model  
 
We use the citation model on the DUC 2001 training set, resulting in a ROUGE score of 
0.45218.  It is promising as it is higher than the baseline 0.44651.  We then deploy the 
trained model on the DUC 2001 testing set and DUC 2002, in standard open testing. 
 
Graph Baseline (top100) Citation  Model 
DUC 2001 Training 0.44651 0.45218 
DUC 2001 Testing 0.44252 0.45136 
DUC 2002 Testing 0.48196 0.49024 
 
Table 5.4: The citation model performance on all datasets using ROUGE 1.5.5. 
 
 As we see from the Table 5.4, the citation model outperforms all the baselines in every 
dataset. If we compare the result with other systems, as shown in Table 5.5: 
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System No Rouge 1.5.5 
 Group 31 0.46544 
Group 29 0.4641 
Group 28 0.48079 
Group 27 0.45733 
Group 25 0.41409 
Group 23 0.43179 
Group 21 0.4779 
Group 19 0.46204 
Group 18 0.44298 
Group 16 0.43717 
Group 15 0.45374 




baseline  0.48196 
Citation 0.49024 
 
Table 5.5:  The performance comparison of all system using ROUGE 1.5.5 on DUC 2002  
 
In Table 5.5, the “Group 1” to “Group 31” represent different teams participating in the 
DUC2002, Out of all the systems, the citation graph model achieves the highest result 
throughout DUC2001 training and testing set as well as DUC2002 dataset.   
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In this chapter we focus on text summarization for mobile device. Different graphical 
models have been proposed for text summarization, for example, the fully connected 
model and the backward model. However, we find they are not the most suitable model 
for the text summarization. We propose a new citation model with random walk to create 
an automatic single document summarization system 
 
We use the Document Understanding Conference (DUC 2001, 2002) as the dataset and 
ROUGE as evaluation package. Our experiment shows most of the earlier system cannot 
outperform the baseline. The fully-connected graph model and the backward graph model 
fail to generate better result than the baseline. However, the citation model can generate 
summaries that are better than the baseline. Especially, the result of the citation graph is 
consistently better than baseline and that of the earlier systems. It is simple, elegant, with 
no parameter to adjust. It requires no domain knowledge and it can work without a 








Accessing the web from mobile devices is faced with three fundamental challenges.  
Firstly, most web pages are designed for screen that is much bigger than that of the 
mobile device. Secondly, most web pages contain more information than people are 
willing to process on a mobile device.  Thirdly, the main article of a web page may be too 
lengthy for the mobile device to display.  
 
Summary 
In this thesis, we propose a graph and random walk based method to solve these three 
fundamental challenges. After the discussion background knowledge and related work, in 
Chapter 3, we focus on using random walk to solve the first fundamental challenge in the 
mobile Internet: by using random walk on the elements that makes up a web page, we can 
rank the page elements in order to optimize the layout for small screen device.  In 
Chapter 4, we focus on the second fundamental challenges for accessing Internet from 
mobile devices: how to classify and extract certain type of content in a web page, and 
deliver only that part the mobile device, which will exactly satisfy the user’s information 
needs, no more and no less.  In Chapter 5, we focus on using graph and random walk to 
solve the third fundamental challenge in the mobile Internet: text summarization for web 





The methodology of this thesis is simple. We believe web page is too complex to analyze 
as a whole, we will first divide the entire web page into basic elements such as text 
blocks, pictures, etc. Next, based on the relationship between the elements, we will 
connect the elements with edges to make them into a graph. Finally, we will use random 
walk to conquer the three challenges. 
 
The result of the method proposed in this thesis is very effective. Our experiments of web 
page optimization show that from randomly selected websites, the system need only 
deliver 39% of the objects in a web page in order to fulfill 85% of a viewer’s desired 
content. In the experiments of web content classification, the system generates good 
performance with the F value for main content and advertisement (A) as high as 0.93 and 
0.82 respectively. In the experiments of text summarization, we propose a new citation 
based graph model. We use the well-accepted DUC dataset for single document 
summarization, and ROUGE as evaluation package. Our performance of the DUC 2001 
and DUC 2002 single document top 100 words is higher than the baseline and it has 
outperformed all the other participants in the conference and other graphical models.  
 
Limitations  
This research proposed an interesting solution for three challenges in the mobile Internet; 
however, the method has its limitation.  First, its effectiveness is only verified in the lab 
environment. The data set is small if compared to the whole Internet. For example, in the 
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web content optimization and classification task, there is no well-accepted data set and 
the author has to manually create a data set for the purpose of verification. Even though 
the data collection is designed to be unbiased, due to limited resource, the data may still 
be biased towards the a few hundred website we have used. We also need to take in 
consideration of small number of people involved in the collection process. In the text 
summarization task, even though we use a well-accepted data set, it is still a limited size 
of data.     
 
Secondly, the method works well only for static web pages. As in all the three challenges, 
we assume the user click a link and open a web page, our task is to optimize the layout 
and content in the page for a mobile device. A lot of web sites are using technology like 
Ajex or Java Script to enhance user interactivity, while our method completely ignores 
the dynamic content in the web page. The system does not work well for those dynamic 
and interactive webpage.  Finally, the system assumes each web page is a separate and 
independent browsing session. However, many web servers keep user session to support 
“user flow”, for example, the Yahoo Web Mail.  
 
Future Work  
Our research is based on the thin-client computing concept. Instead of directly accessing 
the Internet, the mobile devices will access the proxy server. Upon receiving the request 
from mobile devices, the server will retrieve the HTML page and render the page in the 
memory.  Based on the methods proposed in this thesis, the proxy server may optimize, 
classify, filter or summarize the content in the webpage, and generate a new web page 
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that is optimized for the mobile device. The optimized webpage is then sent back to the 
mobile device to be viewed properly on the small screen. Instead of building different 
webs for different devices, we strongly believe that the right direction is to convert and 
deliver the same content in different ways to different devices. 
 
Looking into the future, we believe people’s activity on Internet is not longer purely 
surfing, and the difference between an application and a web page will diminish with the 
concept of “Web OS” being well accepted. Optimizing and simplifying the page layout 
for mobile device is just the first step towards a useful mobile Internet. The new 
challenge is how to simply the session, dynamic interaction and user flow of traditional 
web application and fit it to the limited screen and interaction capability of mobile 






Appendix 1: DUC and ROUGE bug analysis 
 
Bugs in DUC Data 
The bugs in the DUC data are related to file name typo or mismatch. We did a manual 
check for each of the document. The typical the bug that we identify in the DUC 2001 
includes.  
• The file mentioned as “APP890515-0232" doesn’t exist, but actual file it is named 
AP890515-0232, where the typos is “APP” vs. “AP” 
• The manual summary for "AP870611-0085" exists, however the original file 
disappear, after we manually check, we find it is the summary for the 
file"WSJ870611-0085", where the “AP” is mistaken for “WSJ” 
• "AP891125-0090" is available in training set, but its summary does not exist. 
which make it valueless for the evaluation, so we have to remove it. 
• "WSJ870611-0085" in the dataset but summary not exist, after a manual search 
we find the summary for"AP870611-0085" is actually for "WSJ870611-0085" 
• "FBIS3-57782" in dataset, but its summary is mentioned as "FB153-57782", 
where ‘S’ is typed as ‘5’. 
 
To our best effort we identified in total 24 bugs in the DUC dataset, which is more than 
5% of the total documents. As most of the reported system result differs only in 10% 
level, so how they handle the bugs may have some impact.  
 
Bugs in ROUGE Package 
 106 
Earlier version of the ROUGE package has bugs related to the sentence length. The bug 
is inside every earlier version of ROUGE package, and it is only fully solved in the 
version 1.5.5.  To demonstrate the bug the evaluation package， we conduct a small 
experiment.  
 
1. We create a simple function to truncate and return the first n words in an 
article, where n is a parameter. 
2. We set n=100, and return 100 words from the original text in the DUC 
dataset as summary to evaluated by the ROUGE package.  
3. We gradually increase the n , that we will output longer text as summary. 
 
We gradually output extra text as a summary to the ROUGE 1.2.2 and ROUGE 1.5.4.1. 
We use a parameter “-l 100” to require ROUGE package to consider only the top 100 
words. We expect that the ROUGE value will be stabilized at certain fix value, despite 
the more text in the summary. We output the ROUGE value vs. the number of extra 
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Figure A.1: The extra words and the ROUGE value comparison 
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In version 1.2.2 the ROUGE score increase with the length of the summary. In version 
1.5.4.1 the ROUGE score is very sensitive to the actual summary length. Previous 
researchers might have been misled by the result and have been very encouraged to have 
outperformed the base line. In order make a solid foundation for our comparison, we 
identify the bugs and redo the experiment with the latest package, and we get the 
following result. 
 
Team Rouge 1.2.2 Rouge 1.5.5 
Group 31 0.49142 0.46544 
Group 29 0.46812 0.4641 
 Group 28 0.48906 0.48079 
 Group 27 0.50117 0.45733 
Group 25 0.41112 0.41409 
 Group 23 0.42784 0.43179 
 Group 21 0.48693 0.4779 
 Group 19 0.45855 0.46204 
Group 18 0.45102 0.44298 
Group 16 0.4327 0.43717 
Group 15 0.45859 0.45374 
Group 1 0.47672 0.47103 
Base line 0.47791 0.48196 
 
Table A.1:  The performance differentiation of all system using Rouge 1.2.2 and 1.5.5. 
 
Table A.1 shows the results obtained on this dataset of 567 news articles from all the 
available groups. In the column 1 lists the systems from different group. The column 2 is 
the reported result that is evaluated by the ROUGE 1.2.2 package. While column 3 is the 
result generated by the latest ROUGE 1.5.5, which we have verified to be free of the 
sentence length bug.  
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As we can see, in total 4 systems outperforms the base line 0.47791. However, most of 
the system output more than 100 words as summary, and the ROUGE 1.2.2 package 
failed to cut to exact 100 words before evaluation. This bug is removed in ROUGE 1.5.5, 
and we use that package to evaluate. The actual performance is different; we see that not 
a single system has outperformed the baseline. According to ROUGE package evaluation, 
simply returning the 100 words of an article is still the best summarization we can 
achieve for single document.  
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Appendix 2: Stop word list 
a better exactly in nevertheless right then what 
able between example inasmuch new said thence whatever 
about beyond except inc next same there when 
above both far indeed nine saw thereafter whence 
according brief few indicate no say thereby whenever 
accordingly but fifth indicated nobody saying therefore where 
across by first indicates non says therein whereafter 
actually  five inner none  theres whereas 
after came followed insofar noone second thereupon whereby 
afterwards can following instead nor secondly these wherein 
again cannot follows into normally see they whereupon 
against cant for inward not seeing think wherever 
all cause former is nothing seem third whether 
allow causes formerly it novel seemed this which 
allows certain forth its now seeming thorough while 
almost certainly four itself nowhere seems thoroughly whither 
alone changes from just obviously seen those who 
along clearly further keep of self though whoever 
already co furthermore keeps off selves three whole 
also com get kept often sensible through whom 
although come gets know oh sent throughout whose 
always comes getting knows ok serious thru why 
am concerning given known okay seriously thus will 
among consequently gives last old seven to willing 
amongst consider go lately on several together wish 
an considering goes later once shall too with 
and contain going latter one she took within 
another containing gone latterly ones should toward without 
any contains got least only since towards wonder 
anybody corresponding gotten less onto six tried would 
anyhow could greetings lest or so tries would 
anyone course  let other some truly yes 
anything currently had like others somebody try yet 
anyway  happens liked otherwise somehow trying you 
anyways definitely hardly likely ought someone twice your 
anywhere described has little our something two yours 
apart despite have look ours sometime un yourself 
appear did having looking ourselves sometimes under yourselves 
appreciate different he looks out somewhat unfortunately zero 
appropriate do hello ltd outside somewhere unless  
are does help mainly over soon unlikely  
around doing hence many overall sorry until  
as done her may own specified unto  
aside down here maybe particular specify up  
ask downwards hereafter me particularly specifying upon  
asking during hereby mean per still us  
associated each herein meanwhile perhaps sub use  
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at edu hereupon merely placed such used  
available eg hers might please sup useful  
away eight herself more plus sure uses  
awfully either hi moreover possible take using  
be else him most presumably taken usually  
became elsewhere himself mostly probably tell uucp  
because enough his much provides tends value  
become entirely hither must que th various  
becomes especially hopefully my quite than very  
becoming et how myself qv thank via  
been etc howbeit name rather thanks viz  
before even however namely rd thanx vs  
beforehand ever ie nd re that want  
behind every if near really thats wants  
being everybody ignored nearly reasonably the was  
believe everyone immediate necessary regarding their way  
below everything  need regardless theirs we  
beside everywhere  needs regards them welcome  
besides ex  neither relatively themselves well  
best   never respectively  went  
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